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 would like to dedicate this book to the memory of three men 

who made the biggest impact on my life as a cowboy and 

horse breaker. Without their input and friendship, I would never 

have survived my early years as a cowboy. The years I spent 

with each, is time I shall never forget.  

It was Bob Madison who taught me I could be a cowboy and a 

preacher, and that I could be both, at the same time. He was a 

mentor and a friend to me. He went to be with the Lord in 2018.  

Roy Gilliland was the first true horse breaker I ever knew. He 

taught me many tricks of the trade. I shall always cherish his 

memory.  I loved his phraseology. “Stick on like a fly!” 

Twenty-rye-two-full” (.22 rifle) and “Put it in Ford wheel 

drive.” (Four wheel drive)  

Garland Webb was one of my closest friends in South Dakota. 

He was a gentleman cowboy. We worked on more ranches 

together than I can name. My fondest memories of him include 

the Knox ranch, Cherry Cattle Co. and Pat Finney bulls. Riding 

the Bad River breaks gathering bulls, checking steers and 

branding calves are wonderful memories for me.  Knowing the 
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struggles Pam and I faced as a young preacher/horse breaker, 

Garland saw to it that I had work if he did. We both owned the 

same horse twice, and he wore both the JS and the 9K brands. 

That horse, Salty, lived out his days in South Dakota. Garland 

never boasted of Christianity but lived a life that was centered 

around Christian values. I stood at the dying bedside of my 

friend and made certain he was ready to meet our Lord. I 

preached his funeral to a packed Gymnasium in April of 2004. 

He was my friend, and I cherish the memories we shared. As I 

write this sentiment about him, I realize today’s date, November 

30th - is Garland’s birthday, Happy birthday old friend.  

These three cowboys impacted my life and shaped my thinking 

to some degree.  

Bob Madison, of Mount Pleasant, Texas 

Roy Gilliland, of Wood, South Dakota 

Garland Webb, of Fort Pierre, South Dakota 
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Kingdom. Please take the words in this book and use them to 
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it To Be Tied, by Jim Stockdale, is a book that everyone 

should read. This is a great illustration of what being led by 

Christ truly means. Are you surrendered to Christ? Are you 

willing to let God lead you and use you for His kingdom? Are 

you in a place God can trust you to serve others? Reading this 

book will help you examine those aspects of your Christian 

walk, and enter a closer relationship with Christ, and those in 

your life.  

Fit To Be Tied is an illustration of a simple Bible verse, 

which many of us have simply read and moved on. God has 

given Jim revelation, through his days as a cowboy and 

breaking horses, that is unique. It is also an illustration of Jim’s 

life. God led Jim from being a pastor in South Dakota, telling 

him he would have a mission organization in Latin America, to 

Jim learning to speak Spanish (a West TN boy I might add), 

founding Latin American Ministry with his wife Pam, setting 

up feeding centers in Saltillo Mexico, recording Spanish music 

CDs, preaching throughout Latin America in Spanish, (Did I 

mention he’s from west TN?) He memorized the book of James, 

and presents it as a drama in churches throughout Latin 

America, and the list goes on. He has walked out the message 

F
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contained in this book, by becoming Fit To Be Tied himself, 

before inviting others to follow. 

Fit To Be Tied is a word from God, delivered through Jim’s 

experience in breaking horses, but is also Jim’s real-life 

experience.  

No one can tell you what a strawberry tastes like, but in Fit 

To Be Tied, Jim hands you one to try. This book will be a 

blessing to you, I highly recommend it.  

John Alford 
Principal  

GreenServ, Inc. 

Oxford MS 38655 

greenservinc.com 

 

In the way only a cowboy storyteller could, Jim Stockdale 

brings a unique biblical understanding to the story of the colt 

upon which Jesus made His triumphal entry into Jerusalem. As 

a cowboy, well versed in the nature of horses, Jim details the 

nuances of the way of training them without breaking their 

spirit. “Horse Whisperers” are known for their uncanny, yet 

extremely effective way of approaching a colt which is wild and 

rebellious by nature and completely transforming him into more 

than a means of transportation or work, but a friend that will do 

anything for his master. Jim relates how we too are wild colts 

by nature, and how Jesus makes us “FIT” for the Master’s use.  

I not only recommend the book, but also its author to your 

church for a future speaking date. You’ll be glad you did.  My 

church still talks about being Fit To Be Tied. 

Pastor Randy Fuller 
New Beginning Church 

Tuscaloosa, AL 
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"Fit To Be Tied!" These words are used to describe a person 

who is angry and agitated. But Jim Stockdale has chosen this 

phrase to be the title of his new book. When Jim asked me if I 

would endorse it, I quickly said, "Yes!" 

"Fit To Be Tied" is based on a sermon I heard Jim preach in 

our church over ten years ago. It was one of those messages that 

"stuck." It ministered to all of us at Church Alive in a very real, 

profound and down to earth way. To this day I still hear people 

in our church talk about that message. 

My wife, Martha, and I are privileged to have Jim and Pam 

Stockdale as friends. We know them well. They have served as 

pastors and evangelists, while also leading a very powerful 

organization called, Latin American Ministry. They are gifts to 

the Body of Christ. 

While living in South Dakota, Jim worked as a cowboy on 

various ranches. Jim also broke and trained horses. So the 

spiritual principles you will learn by reading Fit To Be Tied are 

not based on theories, they are based on the real-life experiences 

of a man who has actually worked with horses. 

Thank you, Jim, for being my friend, and thank you for 

writing "Fit To Be Tied." It's a book that teaches us how to be 

REAL Christians in a REAL world. 

Finally, pastor, I suggest you add this book to your library. 

And I highly recommend that you invite Jim and Pam Stockdale 

to minister in your church. They always come prepared to feed 

the sheep. 

Pastor Jerry Ford 
Church Alive 

Owensboro, KY 
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I met Jim a few years ago, and after getting to know him, I 

invited him to preach for me on a Sunday night.  He preached 

the sermon, “Fit To Be Tied.”  It was an amazing word, and our 

church was so blessed that evening.  I am so glad Jim decided 

to put this message into a book.  It will be a tremendous blessing 

to all who read it. Fit To Be Tied is a word about “power under 

control.”  This is the definition of the word meekness.  What 

comes to mind is the process it takes to train a horse.  A horse 

can weigh over one thousand pounds, yet can be controlled by 

a bit and bridle when trained properly.  I have had the pleasure 

of being raised around horses and to watch the training process.  

Sometimes it was not pleasant, but the end result was amazing 

when that animal responded to what had been taught.  Jim’s 

book is a timely word to all believers and especially to those 

who desire to be used of God.  We are called to be disciples, 

which is to be a learner and a follower of Jesus.  Humility is the 

key component.  It is best said in Micah 6:8, “He has shown 

you, O man, what is good; And what does the LORD require of 

you But to do justly, To love mercy, And to walk humbly with 

your God?”  I would encourage you to read this book and if you 

are a pastor, to invite Jim to minister this word to your church 

family.  

Pastor Ronnie Morris 
Russellville Assembly of God 

Russellville, AR 

 

The message of Jim Stockdale’s book, Fit To Be Tied is the 

message of his life. He eats and drinks and lives out what is 

written here. With a fatherly wisdom, bold direction and loving 

correction, Fit to be Tied is a gem for anyone whose heart’s 
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desire is to be white-hot for the Lord and to experience His best 

in their lives. I whole-heartedly encourage you to read slowly 

and digest the nuggets of pastoral gold in this book. 

Pastor Jon Quitt 
The Vineyard 

Tuscaloosa, AL  
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FOREWORD 

q 

 
t’s intrinsic within all of us to run wild without restraint. Even 

early in childhood development, we want to touch what 

we’re told not too or go where we’ve been told is off limits. The 

same is true with our spiritual lives, we often take our “I believe 

in God,” and still run wild. But God in His great grace and 

mercy catches us and brings us into a place to break that 

rebellious free spirited will, so that He may harness the power 

of our lives and give us a purpose that makes a difference in 

others. 

When you finish this book, you will come to a clear 

understanding of the pain, the process and the prize in the 

“why” your life has taken this path.   

If you embrace this journey, your life will become the vessel 

God uses to help others on their journey. God loves you too 

much to allow you to run wild; He knows you must be, Fit to 

be Tied.  

Anthony Daley 
Sr. Pastor 

The Tabernacle Church  

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

q 

 

s the years advance I realize how much less I knew as a 

young man than I thought I knew, and how little I know 

at mid life. It is with this knowledge that I’ve come to see how 

very little I really know about following and pleasing our Lord. 

Being led is more about my willingness to follow than it is about 

God’s willingness to lead. It is my hope, as I write this book 

about a simple truth; that the Lord will speak to you about where 

you are, and where you are going.  I hope it blesses all who read 

it. It is inspired from a message the Lord gave me in the year 

2005, from a lifetime of working with horses.  It is the desire of 

so many of us to be lead by the Holy Spirit and to please the 

Master.   

Several fishermen, a tax collector, and others, of unknown 

past employment, were asked to follow Jesus and to continue 

His work. It was His life’s work to teach them to be led. He did 

this by example and through simple life lessons that taught them 

to follow Him. I pray that in the pages of this book, you too will 

find your way to Him and the power that comes from being led 

by Him.  

Have you ever made the statement, “I’m just fit to be tied?” 

To some this may be an uncommon expression, to others, it is 

A
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very common. It is an idiom deeply rooted in the southern 

United States and commonly used here. Example: “Bill’s boss 

was fit to be tied when he discovered the robbery at his store.”  

It is thought to have originated in the 1800’s and implied the 

need to restrain someone by using a straitjacket to keep them 

from hurting themselves or someone else. Regardless of its 

origin, very simply, the expression has come to mean, “To be 

very angry or upset at someone or something.”  

For the purpose of this book, however, the phrase will mean 

something entirely different. The fact is, that as we take a look 

at a story found in Luke 19, we may find that many are not, “Fit 

To Be Tied.” We will be talking more about whether a person 

is suited for service and if they are not, how to move them from 

being unfit to being not only fit but wholly suited for service in 

God’s Kingdom. Through the pages of this book, I hope to help 

you discover if you really are Fit To Be Tied.   

Here we go… 

Jim Stockdale  
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CHAPTER  

ONE 

q 

 

 

s a young boy, I grew up watching old western movies on 

TV and was in love with the idea of being a cowboy 

someday. I lived in the small west Tennessee town of Big 

Sandy.  There was nothing big about it, however, except for my 

dreams.  I graduated from Big Sandy High School in the top 20 

of my class…problem is, there were only 28 in the class.  As 

many young American boys, I dreamed of moving to the west 

just as soon as age and money allowed.   

I was among the privileged to have horses as a teen and 

enjoyed riding and imagined I was riding the range or leading a 

cattle drive.  Unlike many, I was blessed to get to see that dream 

come true.  In 1984 my wife, two daughters and I moved to 

Presho, South Dakota to pastor a church.  We stayed there for 

one and a half years then for a short time returned to 

evangelistic travels. South Dakota was in our hearts though, and 

we returned to Pierre in 1988, where we stayed until 2001.  I 

A
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spent many of those years breaking horses for local ranchers 

and working as what was known as a day working cowboy. That 

is, a cowboy who works by the day and on a day to day basis.  I 

often tell people, “I pastored a church to supplement my 

income.”  Of course, it was the other way around, but the pay 

was so little (for both) it sometimes seemed that way.  I took in 

horses that were unbroken or sometimes “Green Broke” (This 

is not a color but a condition) for $10.00 a day, for thirty days.  

The owners would often say, “You won’t have any trouble out 

of this one, he’s already been started.”  I always hated to hear 

that because these were usually the hardest to break.  Getting 

rid of the bad habits was the most difficult part.  Horses, like 

children and dogs, are constantly learning.  Often they learn bad 

habits that later have to be broken…thus the term “horse 

breaking.”  

Every cowboy is not a horse trainer. There is a distinct 

difference between the two. Being able to ride a horse doesn’t 

mean you can train one. Likewise, as believers, we are 

commanded to “Make disciples.”  Adam and Eve were told to 

be fruitful and multiply. Essentially that’s the instructions Jesus 

left the church, in Matthew 28, go make more. It is incumbent 

upon each of us to, not only be disciples of Jesus but to make 

more. Training someone to be more than they are is a big task, 

but He never asks more of us, than we are capable of.  

In Luke 19 there is a very interesting story, which occurred 

in the third year of Jesus’ ministry and nearing the time of his 

death.  He was about to teach a very important lesson to his 

disciples, which is so easy to overlook.  “And it happened as He 

drew near Bethphage and Bethany, toward the mount called 

Mount of Olives, He sent two of the disciples,  (30)  saying, Go 
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into the village across from you, and having entered, you will 

find a colt tied up, on which no one of men has yet sat. Untie it 

and bring it. (31) And if anyone asks you, why are you untying 

it? You will say this to him because the Lord has need of it. (32) 

And going, those who were sent found as He had said to them. 

(33) And as they were untying the colt, its owners said to them, 

why are you untying the colt? (34) And they said, The Lord has 

need of him.” Luke 19:29-34 

To a horse breaker this passage speaks volumes, only it took 

me years to see it.  Sometimes the best place to hide something 

is right in the open.    

The entire breaking process begins with teaching a colt to 

lead. That is, you can catch him and lead him anywhere you 

want to go, without him resisting you. If done properly, it is the 

foundation upon which all other training will be built. 

 

The first step in teaching a colt to lead is to tie him up. 

(Note: Any horse under 5 years old is referred to as a colt or 

filly) Most people want to get a bucket of oats and tempt a colt 

to follow them by dangling the bucket under the colt’s nose.  All 

this does is teaches the colt to eat oats, that’s not leading.  That’s 

sort of like us. If God offers us what we want, we are willing 

and ready, but let the offer be less than glamorous and are we 

still so eager? Being led means you follow the leader, whenever 

he wants to go, wherever he wants to go.  This can only be done 

The supreme test of leadership is 

really very simple, is someone or 

something following you? 
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by learning respect for a rope.  Most people want to break a colt 

with no opposition or resistance.  They would have me sweet 

talk their little lamb into doing what I want. Perhaps that would 

have been possible before Adam’s fall.  Since that time, 

however, rebellion has ruled in the earth and animals must be 

conquered in order to produce submission and it never comes 

voluntarily; it must be dug out like a precious stone that is 

hiding and waiting to be found.  Horses running wild on the 

range with manes and tails flowing in the wind or standing on 

the edge of a cliff surveying the horizon may look beautiful, but 

they are of no benefit to their owners.  If a horse is to benefit 

his owner, he must be fit to be tied.  Until a horse can be tied, 

he cannot be trusted.  Until he can be trusted, he cannot be used. 

Until you can be tied, you cannot be trusted. God will never use 

someone He can’t trust.  The first step in teaching a horse to 

lead is…to tie him up. Now most of us don’t want that, so we 

try to skip that step in our personal lives. 

RESTRAINT  

Most of us learn restraint only one way, pain.  Have you 

ever seen a child discovering new things?  Take for example the 

child who is discovering a light bulb.  Momma says, “Don’t 

touch…it’s hot.”  Does the baby listen to her?  Well of course 

not. In the first place, they haven’t learned the word hot yet so 

to them hot has no meaning.  God designed us with sensory 

nerves in our fingertips that send a message to our brain when 

something has the capacity of hurting us.  For example, baby 

touches the light bulb, his fingers feel the heat, and even though 
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he doesn’t understand the word hot, he understands pain and 

moves his hand.  Why? Because it hurt!  No damage was done, 

but a lesson has been learned.  You could talk to that child all 

day and not teach as effective a message as one touch can teach 

him.  It’s the same with our colt.  Before he has a chance to hurt 

someone else, it is my job, as the trainer, to teach him restraint.  

If he doesn’t get this lesson, none of the others will matter.  An 

average Quarter Horse will grow to weigh well over one 

thousand pounds and in some draft horses, twice that amount.  

If you don’t get control over that much power, someone is going 

to get hurt. There’s a reason we use the term “Horse Power” 

for motors, horses are powerful. 

THE ROPE 

A rope is the number one tool I use in training any colt.  The 

new colt arrives with a lot of potential, and my job is to develop 

him into a horse that will carry his owner anywhere he/she 

wants to go.  Whether it’s down the road ditch or across a 

running creek, a horse is obliged to trust the one on his back and 

“stay between the reins.” (Meaning he can be steered.) The first 

time I approach him I have only a rope in my hands.  I use that 

rope as a means of touching him from a distance.  It’s sort of, 

my hands extended. Most unbroken colts are scared and won’t 

allow a human to touch them.  They have two lines of defense; 

number one is flight, number two is fight.  That’s a little like us, 

isn’t it?  We run from the thing that will set us free. Then, if we 

can’t get away from it, we fight it.  As a minister, I’ve heard so 

many people make the statement, “I’ve been running from God 
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all my life.” Still, others have said, “I fought the call of God on 

my life.” As long as you run from or fight God, the more behind 

you get. 

 

With rope in hand, in a round pen, I chase the new colt 

around in circles.  (Sound familiar?) A round pen is absolutely 

necessary for this step. A round pen has no corners where a colt 

can hide and turn away from me. If I remove that option, I keep 

him from turning away and give him the only option that takes 

him forward, facing me. Ever felt like you were going in 

circles? Eventually, he will tire of this and will turn and face 

me.  He will lower his head in an expression of submission and 

desire to reconcile. Some will allow me to approach them at this 

point, even if for only a slight touch, then they’re off again. 

That’s ok; I’m making progress.  Usually, in less than an hour, 

he will allow me to approach him without running away.  He 

learns that the only rest he receives is when he lets me walk up 

to him and touch him.  Horses who receive this type of training 

are usually easy to catch for the rest of their lives.   

As I approach an unbroken colt for the first time, he 

trembles as I get close to him. My presence is something new 

and frightening to him. As my hand reaches out to him and he 

feels my touch for the first time, he may even bolt and run again. 

Patiently I wait for him to settle down, and then we repeat the 

process. He has to become comfortable in my presence. My 

touch must be something he welcomes and not something he 

You will never get ahead by getting 

behind. 
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resists. Horses have amazing control over many areas of their 

body and can even use their skin muscles like a vibrator to 

remove a fly. The first time I touch a young unbroken colt on 

the shoulder, I watch as he twitches those skin muscles in 

response to my touch. If exposed long enough, often enough 

and gentle enough, the colt accepts and even positions himself 

for the same touch that he once resisted. A colt transforms from 

fearful to dependent in a matter of weeks. The same colt that 

once ran from my presence and touch will contentedly stand for 

hours to be brushed and curried. It’s also true of us. We often 

resist the very touch that would lead us to freedom. The gentle 

hand of God on our life is something that many people are not 

comfortable with and even try to flee. However, given enough 

exposure, over a long enough period of time, we begin to long 

for and embrace His touch on our lives and eagerly stand in His 

presence for hours just for His guidance. 

HACKAMORE  

Once the colt will allow me, I put a hackamore on his head.  

A hackamore is sort of like a halter, but better for starting a colt 

for two reasons. Number one, it won’t break…ever.  Number 

two, it will cause some pain by rubbing his jaw and nose if he 

fights, but it won’t damage him.  I remember an old cowboy 

friend of mine named Roy Gilliland who once told me, “It’s a 

long way from his heart.” I quickly learned that those cherry 

marks are smart marks. They heal fast and cause no permanent 

damage although they do make a lasting impression. Once 

placed on the head of the colt, I tie the rope to the hackamore.  
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Now I am ready, not to lead him, but to tie him. I’ve seen people 

at this point get the bucket of oats or corn and start trying to 

tantalize the colt into following them. Not me, I tie him to a 

snubbing post and step clear before he knows he’s tied.  Once 

he discovers his restraint, there is going to be a fight.  I learned 

the hard way to get away from a colt that’s learning restraint. In 

the fall of 1988, I tied a two-year colt to a post and didn’t move 

away from him fast enough. I caught a rear hoof under my chin 

that nearly put my lights out permanently. I’ve never made that 

mistake again. I had a gash under my chin that took twenty-

eight stitches to close. 

 

When a colt (no matter what age) feels his first restraint, the 

second line of defense “kicks in” (pardon the pun) and the fight 

begins.  A mad horse will hurt anything that gets close to him. 

We are the same way when we’re tied but not fit. Though he 

may not know it yet, while he is fighting, he is learning to lead, 

and my job at this point is just to stay out of the way, watch and 

protect him.  It’s sort of like Jonah, who fought the Lord’s plan 

to preach to Nineveh.   For the three day ride to Nineveh he 

remained below deck, in the belly of the whale, saying “I won’t 

go, I won’t go,” yet the whale was steadily swimming toward 

Nineveh.  A young colt may feel that he doesn’t have to obey, 

yet given time he will come around to my way of thinking, and 

I will even let him think it’s his idea. (God has often used the 

same method on me)  

I tie the colt high enough on the post that he can’t get his 

head down and damage his neck, and then I let him fight.  I tie 

I lost a tooth but found some wisdom. 
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the colt so that his pulling pulls him higher. If he can’t get 

traction with his front feet, his ability to pull is greatly reduced. 

Another old timer and dear friend, Garland Webb, once told me 

about breaking horses in south Texas. He said they used to teach 

horses to lead by tying them to the limber limbs of a cottonwood 

tree.  The colts would fight but couldn’t hurt themselves with 

more than a few scrapes and sore places on their noses.  I found 

that an old inner tube works well between the post and the rope.  

It will stretch just enough to add some cushion but is 

unbreakable; then as the colt steps forward and gives to the 

pressure, it gently pulls him back to the post.  Once the colt is 

tied, and the fight is on, I do a really profound thing, I go to the 

front porch, sit in the swing and have a glass of ice tea or water 

while the colt fights the rope. Really he’s learning to lead and 

doesn’t know it yet.  We call this “soaking.” Jesus said, “…You 

will find a colt, tied…” In order for that colt to be ready when 

Jesus came looking for him, someone had to take the proper 

steps ahead of time.  If you want to be ready when Jesus comes 

looking for you, let him tie you to something.  He may tie you 

to something you don’t like, under conditions you don’t like. 

Believe me, when I tell you, I try to make it as painless as 

possible for the colt but almost always they fight themselves 

into exhaustion unnecessarily. Restraint is the only passage way 

to freedom. Unless they learn this first important lesson, they 

can never continue on to all the things I want to teach them. I 

can never trust them or use them if I can’t tie them. They must 

be Fit To Be Tied. 

God does the same things with us. He usually asks us to 

commit to some unpleasant task or meaningless job at a church 

or ministry. We think we are wasting our time and that the 

world needs what we have to offer. We tell ourselves we are 
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being wasted on this frivolous task. The truth is God can’t use 

us until He can trust us. It is the you, the you that you are, when 

no one else is around, that is being trained. Not the public side 

of you. The you, in the privacy of your home, is the one that 

God is concerned about. He is not nearly as concerned about 

your ministry as you are! He already believes you can do things 

that you do not yet believe you can do. He is much more 

concerned about your personal growth and whether you can be 

trusted not to hurt someone else. He is not worrying about your 

failure. Someone once said, “Success is much more dangerous 

than failure” and I believe it to be true.  Success can be more 

dangerous to your future than failure.  He can give you success 

overnight, but, He will only give it to those He can trust. Unless 

the right foundational training is in place, our success will only 

lead us to failure. Often people like that believe it is because of 

who they are or what they’ve done, instead of God’s divine 

favor upon their lives that brings His blessings upon them. They 

are deceived and need more time at the snubbing post. 

SLACK 

What I’m looking for as a trainer is slack in the rope.  When 

I see slack, I know I’m making progress.  For the first time in 

his life, our colt has felt restraint.  Now he has to make a 

decision…what to do about it.  You remember I mentioned I 

use a hackamore for two reasons?  Reason number one was it 

will never break. Reason number two is, it will cause some pain.  

I’ve heard people say, “God would never hurt me.”  Don’t you 

believe it! He will allow you to hurt yourself for his glory.   

Proverbs 20:30 says, “Sometimes it takes a painful experience 
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to make us change our ways.”  A popular preacher and writer 

from the last century named A.W. Tozer, was noted at saying, 

“It is doubtful whether God can bless a man greatly until He 

has hurt him deeply.”   

A hackamore has a rawhide nose band and two 3/8 inch 

nylon ropes that take all the pressure.  The rope is doubled and 

runs behind the horse’s ears and then down to the noseband 

under the horse’s chin. There, it is tied in a Fiador Knot. This 

knot is arguably one of the more difficult knots to tie, but it is 

unmatched for headgear on a horse.   Pressure is applied behind 

the ears and under the chin as the colt fights.  The most 

important feature is that it will cause soreness in the following 

days after a colt is first tied with it, thus producing a keen desire 

not to fight.  

 

It’s just like our child that touches the light bulb after being 

told not to.  The colt learns that the fighting hurts more than the 

tying.   

Once I observe slack in the rope, it means that the colt has 

taken a step forward. It means that he is learning to be led. 

Somewhere in his pea brain, he’s said, “ok, I’ll take a step 

forward.” Each step he takes is a step towards learning to being 

led. He’s understanding that keeping the rope slack keeps the 

pain away. I will then loosen the colt from the post and ask him 

to follow me by pulling on the rope.  The first day he may not 

follow real well, but as long as he takes a step or two my way, 

I’ve found that horses with sore 

noses lead better and fight less. 
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I know that within just a few days he will be following me 

everywhere.  I will usually lead him to water and turn him loose.  

That’s the end of the first day.  I always try to quit working with 

a colt when he’s done something right.  It’s the same way with 

God.  He gives us a chance to succeed. He will tie us to 

something that in most cases we don’t want; something less 

glamorous than our dream and with less recognition from 

others. Before he can really teach us all the other lessons he has 

for us to learn, he has to let us fight something we can’t get 

away from and something that we can’t hurt or destroy.    

TWO ABSOLUTES 

As a side note let me stress how important it is that the colt 

be tied with a rope he can’t break and tied to a post he can’t 

break or pull out of the ground.  If he should break the rope or 

post during his struggle, he will learn something else.  He will 

learn that if he fights hard enough and throws a big enough fit, 

he can get away from restraint. This is why often times I’ve 

heard owners say, “Don’t tie him up, he’ll break the bridle 

reins.”  That is a sure sign to me that the horse wasn’t started 

properly. How many times have you seen Christians who are 

the same way?  They are fine until they are tied to something 

they don’t like, a job, a ministry, a task, etc. Once given a 

menial task that doesn’t produce the overtures and accolades 

they dream of, they throw a fit. They fight and struggle with 

disregard for the authority in their lives or who they hurt.  It is 

common to see this among people who call someone their 

“Spiritual Father,” that is, until he asks something of them, in 
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line with God’s word, but unpopular. At that time they suddenly 

feel moved to leave his church, and they talk about how 

controlling he is. Many people preach submission until they’re 

asked to submit.  God needs leaders who can be led. The 

centurion, who came to Jesus in Matthew chapter eight 

understood authority and his part in it. His understanding of 

authority prompted Jesus to say, “…Truly I say to you; I have 

not found such great faith, no, not in Israel.” Matt 8:10 MKJ 

What good is a leader who can’t fall in behind someone and 

be led? In the following chapters, we are going to talk in more 

depth about some of the things I have written in this chapter.  

Hold on to your seat and don’t fight the rope. The jury is still 

out on whether or not; you are fit to be tied?  Only being tied, 

can truly answer that question. 
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CHAPTER  

TWO 

q 

 

Luke 19:30 “Go into the village opposite you, where as you 
enter you will find a colt tied, on which no one has ever sat. 
Loose it and bring it here. 31 And if anyone asks you, ‘Why 
are you loosing it?’ thus you shall say to him, ‘Because the 

Lord has need of it.” 

KILL THE FIGHT, KEEP THE SPIRIT 

A horse really only has two defense mechanisms, they are 

flight and fight. In order to produce a horse that an owner will 

enjoy, it was my job to get rid of the fight that horses resort to 

when flight is no longer an option.  It is only produced when a 

colt is asked to do something he doesn’t want to do.  The only 

way to discover a water leak is to put the pipe under pressure.  

What about us?  Don’t we respond pretty much the same way if 

we’re put in a situation that requires us to submit ourselves to 
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another?  I was forty-one years of age when I made my first 

mission trip outside the U.S.  It was my first time to see the 

poverty in which a third world country lives.  From that trip to 

Cuba, I received my call to Latin America and began pursuing 

what I now do.  The dream was not to be realized as quickly as 

I thought, however.  Even someone who had been in ministry 

for most of his life, I still had some things God had to remove 

before He could move.   

It was May of 2000.  My wife Pam and I were pastoring a 

church in Pierre, South Dakota.  We had planted the church, and 

it had done well.  We were a success by Pierre standards.  We 

had plans to remain there for the rest of our lives.  When the 

Lord spoke to me about leaving, I knew it would be a difficult 

thing for the rest of my family to accept.  I had visions of 

grandeur and exciting foreign mission settings.  This, however, 

is not what happened.  Instead of God relocating us to an 

exciting tropical setting or mountain city where we could 

minister to the masses that would come.  He sent us to 

Tuscaloosa, AL and assigned me as Worship Pastor at a mid-

sized church.  I thought I had paid my dues so to speak by 

moving to South Dakota and spending all those years on the 

back side of the desert, keeping my father’s sheep.  While I’m 

sure that was a part of my development, God now had to find 

out if I was willing to do what I had preached to others.  

Remember David?  He had faithfully watched his father’s sheep 

for many years. He had even seen God’s great hand of power 

use him to kill a bear and a lion in his role as shepherd.  Yet 

David wasn’t removed from his role as shepherd and made 

King of Israel.  Instead, he became Worship Leader to Saul.  He 

was sent to serve another man and spent many years with the 
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knowledge that he was anointed to be King, and yet was without 

a Kingdom.  Could I put Latin American Ministry (LAM) on 

the altar and serve another man’s vision? For two years 

 

I am now so thankful for the man that God sent me to serve.  

Today, Pat Schatzline serves as Bishop to several churches and 

has many spiritual sons and daughters.  I’m thankful that God 

sent me to a gentleman who cared for me and my family and 

quietly let the Lord take the fight out of me, without destroying 

my spirit.   

As Senior Pastors, we were accustomed to getting all the 

attention.  All of the flock looked to us; all the gifts and special 

attention were showered on us.  It was our names that everyone 

in the city knew.  Suddenly, I was just the worship guy. How 

could God do this to me?  I was called out with divine purpose 

and destiny on my life.  Had he forgotten the anointing He had 

placed upon me?  After all, I was the Senior Pastor.   Little did 

I know that God was getting me ready to be “Señor Pastor.” 

(note the ñ)  There are many steps in the process, but to make a 

good horse, one of these steps is to take the fight out and replace 

it with submission. “…And you shall find a colt, tied” Jesus 

said. He wasn’t loose and running around wild and 

unrestrained, although he could have been loose because one of 

the gospels reveals that the mare was there also, that being so, 

he wouldn’t have strayed very far away from her.  He would 

I remained tied to another man’s 

snubbing post while the Lord worked 

on some of my issues. 
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have stayed in her vicinity.  Yet God doesn’t want us in the 

vicinity of our purpose and destiny; He wants us tied to them. 

He wants us to arrive at our destiny ready to do the thing He’s 

called us to do.  You may find yourself tied to something right 

now that you don’t enjoy or maybe even dislike, and as you read 

these pages, you see yourself as that colt. 

There were two commands that are easily overlooked in this 

verse: 

1. Loose it 

2. Bring it 

Before something or someone can be loosed, it has to be 

tied. If a colt spends enough time tied, he’s usually ready for 

change and will willingly follow, at least to a point. Having 

trained many horses, I can tell you that leading involves more 

than following, it also involves leaving. This colt was 

comfortable and secure where he was, and now you’re asking 

him to leave. Keep in mind that familiar is almost always 

preferred over the unknown. Leaving other horses and the barn 

area are difficult for a young colt to conquer and I’ve noticed 

it’s also true for us. (More about this in a later chapter). 

Teaching a colt to lead away from where its comfortable is a 

challenge for the horse breaker. It’s the same with us. We get 

comfortable in our surroundings, with our habits, at our job. It 

is sometimes difficult to be led past an invisible line that defines 

our comfort zone.  

Bringing that colt to Jesus was part of the mission of the 

disciples. They found the colt tied just as Jesus had predicted, 

but now it was up them to bring him to Jesus. That was their 

next step after loosing it. It is easy for us to get sidetracked after 

the loosing. The bringing was as much a part of the process as 
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the loosing. If the colt was never brought to Jesus, he could 

never be used to carry the gospel to the masses. Looking at it 

from the right perspective is imperative. Our loosing is not for 

our glory; it is for the purpose of bringing the gospel to others. 

This little colt was among the first to bear the good news of the 

Kingdom. He bore the King and the Kingdom on his little back. 

He was a willing vessel because someone had taught him to 

lead. Carrying the gospel to others is the greatest calling of any 

of us. Unless we can be led, we can’t do the greatest job on 

earth, taking Jesus to others.  

THE LORD NEEDS YOU 

It’s interesting to read the response, the disciples were 

instructed to give if asked why are you loosing the colt…“The 

Lord has need of him,” was to be their answer. These are words 

that still echo today.  I’ve heard people say many times “The 

Lord doesn’t need anything,” yet that’s not true.  It’s like my 

friend Randy Fuller said, “Without God, we can’t. Without us, 

He won’t.”  He needs someone to fulfill His plans on the earth, 

and He will find someone. Will it be you? Most of us really 

want to be led of the Spirit, and the Spirit wants to lead us.  Yet 

why do so many resist him?  

 

If you want him to lead you, you 

must first let him tie you. 
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After a just few hours of standing tied and if I could see that 

there was slack in the rope, I knew my colt was learning to be 

led, even though I wasn’t leading him.  That’s the same way it 

is with God; He is teaching you to be led even though it may 

feel like you’re getting nowhere.  

Perhaps the little colt in Luke 19 was thinking to himself, 

“Boy, if I could just get free from this rope I could pull a plow, 

carry a rider or do something that matters and really make a 

difference.” Can you see the importance of the colt being where 

Jesus needed him to be, at the time he needed him to be there? 

Jesus needed him where he could get his hands on him at the 

appointed time. He said, “You will find the colt tied.” Because 

the colt was tied when they found him, the disciples knew he 

was the one and could say, “The Lord has need of him.” How 

could this little colt have known that he would move from 

obscurity to prominence in one day? Our lives and destiny must 

be left in God’s hands.  He has a master plan that is always for 

our good. “The steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD: 

and he delights in his way.” Psalms 37:23 How wonderful it is 

for the Lord to delight in my obedience!  

As he positions you at the intersection of destiny and 

obedience, remember God really is teaching you how to be led 

by His Spirit even when you feel like nothing is happening. We 

gauge what is happening by our understanding and insight. We 

can imagine all the mighty things God could use us to do, but 

that won’t replace the simple step of being where He needs us 

to be, tied to our destiny, simply because “the Lord has need of 

me.” If we see nothing great happening by our standards, we 

make the assumption God’s not using us or leading us. It may 

be true that God isn’t leading us in a grand parade, yet He could 

be preparing us for the day He will not only lead us but that we, 
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like that little colt, will carry Him before large numbers of 

people.  Most of us are willing to be seen; our problem lies in 

being unseen.  Most of us are willing to do something great for 

God, but are we willing not to? Are we willing to do something 

trivial for him?  Most preachers are willing to preach to masses, 

yet God may have you tied you to a church of a hundred or even 

less for the present time.  Are you fit to be tied?  To teach you 

to be led anywhere He must tie you somewhere.  If the litmus 

test of your success lies in the number of people you lead, you 

will never feel successful because each time you approach the 

magic number, you begin to feel it is just not enough, and you 

will push it further past your reach. However, if success lies in 

obediently standing tied, without fighting the process, He may 

quietly slip up beside you someday, loosen the rope and say, 

“The Lord has need of him.” 

Because the colt was already broke to lead, the disciples 

were able to put him in the presence of Jesus. If you can’t be 

led, how will you be brought to Jesus when He needs you? If 

we wait until rodeo day to get ready, we will likely miss the 

grand entry because we are unprepared for the main event. Jesus 

has paid our entrance fees, but we still have to show up for the 

event. 

Like a colt, flight is our first defense, as soon as a situation 

arises that we don’t like, we flee the scene. We head for the 

church down the road. We compare what each has to offer and 

look for the better bargain. Who’s running the best sale this 

week? Will there be samples in the lobby like Sams Club? Will 

there be a meal? What’s on the menu for next month? Couldn’t 

we hear more about __________ and less about __________.  

We could easily view church attendance from a consumer 

viewpoint and even use a comparison App to see if we’re 
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overpaying in terms of commitments and expectancies. We 

could see the church as a restaurant and the pastor as a waiter. 

We put in our order and wait for it to be served. We place 

demands upon people who were not created to take our orders. 

When that kind of thinking steers our actions, we also allow it 

to govern our giving. People take instead of give and tip instead 

of tithe.  As the rope gets a little tighter, you may be tempted to 

put this book down and say this is not for me. I urge you to 

continue reading. It may seem a little tight now but believe me, 

when the day comes that Jesus gets on your back and you take 

Him before the waiting crowd, anything you’ve pressed through 

will be worth the effort.  
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CHAPTER  

THREE 

q 

HOBBLING, SADDLING, TURNING, 

TUCKING 

This chapter is about laying the ground work for control. I 

never rode a horse I couldn’t control before I mounted him.  I 

am convinced that 

 

I had to be more careful with the smart ones than with the 

dumber more stubborn ones. The smart ones learned fast but 

could also learn wrong things just as fast. Sometimes I would 

move too fast with a colt and have to spend weeks un-training 

Jesus must be able to control us 

before he will use us. 
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something I let him learn wrong. A horse’s mind can only 

handle a certain amount of success. After that, you have to rest 

him or run the risk of creating a horse with just as many bad 

habits as good ones. Your biggest enemy isn’t failure; it’s 

success. The more successful you are, the more disciplined you 

will need to be to process internally what God is doing in your 

life externally. 

Don’t feel bad if you’re feeling that you’re not fit to be tied, 

most of us aren’t. Most of us have a fit because we are tied. 

We’ve spent the first two chapters of this book talking about 

being led. Well, being led by the Spirit is also a learned 

behavior, just as this colt has to learn how to be led, we also 

must learn the same. Remember what I said, “Before you can 

be led you have to be tied.” It’s not so different with us and  the 

Holy Spirit. He will only lead us after He has established his 

Lordship over us.  As long as we fight His wisdom and His way, 

He will not lead us to His plan for our lives. Until I could lead 

a colt freely, I would not consider mounting him and riding him.  

Some horse breakers thought it was important to get on a colt 

as soon as possible. I might get on him sooner than I’d ride him, 

but only with him tied to post. I wasn’t willing to ride him until 

I knew I could control him. Remember, bucking rigs and high 

scores are for rodeo’s. Ranchers want a horse they can ride a 

few times a month and not have to be a rodeo star to use them. 

It was my personal goal to keep him from ever bucking at all. 

That wasn’t always possible, but the majority of the colts I 

broke never bucked.  

This isn’t a book about horse breaking, but rather it is about 

becoming a Christ follower. That is, after all, what learning to 

be led is all about, just becoming a follower. Many of us 

impatiently ask God to do something more with us but haven’t 
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passed the first tier of training because we refuse to comply with 

what he has already taught us. I learned that each colt I broke 

had a personality unique to him/her. We are the same. We have 

characteristics that make us uniquely different from one 

another. Yet all the horses I broke had many similarities and 

could be expected to follow a line of thinking and acting that 

was typical to horses. God also made each of us individuals, and 

yet we all have similarities also. For example, all horses are 

reluctant to cross running water with a rider on their back. The 

first time they see it, they act as though they’ve never seen a 

creek before, even if they’ve crossed one a thousand times on 

their own. You can always expect resistance the first time you 

ask a colt to cross a creek while on his back. It’s the same with 

us, we have our individual differences, but in many ways, we’re 

all alike. We want what we want, and we want it now. The first 

time we’re asked to cross the line of visible and believe for the 

invisible, we balk. It’s not like we’ve never heard of it before, 

but it’s always easier to stay on the side we’re on than to cross 

over to side of the faith. There can be a vast expanse of lush 

grazing waiting just across that creek, but if the colt won’t cross 

it, there is no way for him to enjoy it. With us, unless God can 

get us accustomed to crossing over into faith…we will never 

enjoy the gifts he has prepared for us to enjoy here on earth. The 

bible says, in Rom 14:23 “… for whatsoever is not of faith is 

sin.” It’s the same thing that kept the children of Israel out of 

the Promised Land for forty years. They simply didn’t believe 

that God could do what he said he would.  It wasn’t for their 

sinful lifestyles that they were kept out of the Promised Land, 

although they had committed many sinful acts before they were 

locked out of Canaan. It was strictly because of their unbelief 

that God forbade their entrance.  Hebrews 3:19 says, “So we 
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see that they could not enter in because of unbelief.” MKJV - 

They believed the report of the ten spies who went with Joshua 

and Caleb to see the land. Moses had deployed twelve men to 

look over the inheritance God had promised them.  When they 

returned, ten spies said it was impossible while two, Joshua and 

Caleb maintained that it could be done. Of those twelve spies 

only these two men eventually entered that blessed land. So 

powerful were their words, that the influence of these ten men’s 

negative report was believed by the entire nation of Israel, 

rather than the faith report given by Joshua and Caleb.  It is so 

important that we believe and not doubt. It is also important to 

remember that no one else, above the age of twenty, at the time 

of this fiasco, was allowed to enter the Promised Land. Faith 

makes the difference in everything we do for God. Heb 11:6 

“But without faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who 

comes to God must believe that He is and that He is a rewarder 

of those who diligently seek Him.” MKJV 

So let’s talk about some of the lessons the colt must pass 

before I actually ride him for the first time.  

HOBBLING 

After I’ve taught the colt to be tied and follow where I lead, 

I will put hobbles on his front feet. Hobbles are made of 

something strong like cotton, nylon or leather and are placed on 

the two front legs between the knees and fetlocks or directly on 

the fetlocks. They allow the horse to stand naturally but will 

keep him from taking a full step. This will not hurt him, but 

hobbles will limit his freedom.  They will also allow me to 
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restrain him later on when I need to, without causing him any 

harm.  Hobbles are also very practical, for example, if I want to 

release him to graze, without fear of being able to catch him 

again, they make it possible to do so.  It makes my job much 

easier if I hobble break him early on and then for the rest of his 

life I can use the hobbles anytime I need to subdue him or let 

him rest and graze. Some hobbles are made from one inch nylon 

strap and buckle around the horse’s fetlocks (ankles).  I prefer 

to use hobbles that are braided out of nylon rope. They are 

unbreakable, soft and easy to use. I keep a five strand braided 

nylon rope on my saddle at all times. Five strands make a flat 

braid which works well for hobbles. Mine is about seven feet 

long and works as a lead rope also, if needed.  

By hobbling the colt, this helps enforce my rule of 

immediate compliance. I am putting him in position to win, 

even if he can’t see it at the moment.  God puts us in positions 

that require our faith and trust, even when we can’t understand 

or appreciate it. He will hobble us at times to keep us from 

running off when He is introducing something new to us. 

Unlike the lesson at the snubbing post, where we tied the colt 

and even allowed him to hurt himself a little through his 

fighting, hobbles are not designed to hurt, only to restrain. They 

limit the amount of ground a horse can cover. His steps are 

shortened, his reach is limited, but he can still walk in short 

steps. 

 

A hobbled horse can still graze  

and drink with no limitations. 
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I have experienced being hobbled by God. There have been 

times in my life when, if not for the hobbles he put on me, I 

might have ran away or been difficult for him to catch. He 

knows what I need and where I need to be. Eventually, the 

hobbles come off, and I’m completely free. I serve in the Lord’s 

army, so there are constraints and restraints he puts upon me. I 

accept them and learn from them. 

During our dinner breaks in the pasture, we would hobble 

our horses to allow them to graze without the risk of them 

leaving us afoot in a large pasture. Something worth point out 

is that every horse didn’t have to be hobbled. Only the lead 

gelding or mare needed restraint. The others, even though free 

to travel as far as they wanted, would stay nearby because the 

leader was limited. If you’re feeling hobbled, take that as a sign 

from God that He sees a leader in you and is keeping you and 

others from straying too far until He needs you again. Until 

you’ve been afoot in a ten thousand acre pasture, you can’t 

appreciate the value of a pair of hobbles. They’ll do you no 

good on the back of your saddle. Hobbling now means 

availability later.  

SADDLING 

A colt must become accustomed to being saddled without 

fidgeting around during the process. Neither I nor the owner 

should have to chase him around the barn to saddle him.  After 

the horse is tied, hobbled and with a rope around one of his back 

legs, I started the saddling process. The leg rope served more 

than one purpose. (I used a one inch cotton rope) It pays 
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dividends later to use a rope early, to tie up a leg. Sooner or later 

every horse needs this experience. When he feels a rope or a 

piece of barbed wire (from a forgotten or abandoned fence) 

around his leg, he will not struggle. I’ve seen horses ripped to 

shreds and made permanently lame because they struggled with 

a rope or wire in the pasture. I’ve also seen my horses waiting 

patiently until I freed them because of this initial training. Many 

trainers skipped this step, but I found it vital to a horse’s future. 

How many times have you struggled when you got ensnared in 

something not meant for you instead of waiting patiently for the 

Father’s loving hands to free you? The struggle did more 

damage than the snaring.  

To tie a back leg, I tied the rope around the horse’s neck 

using a bowline knot. From the neck, I ran the rope to the back 

leg, around the fetlock and back up to the neck loop twisting the 

rope around itself a few times so that the part wrapped around 

the fetlock could not come off. Then, I simply tied it off to the 

loop around his neck. A bowline knot will not slip or pull tight 

under pressure and will loosen quickly if needed. By using this 

type of knot, the rope cannot slip and choke the colt. God is not 

trying to choke you either; He is trying to restrain you and help 

you succeed. By restricting you now, He can give you true 

freedom later.  

I will then begin by slowly introducing the blanket and 

saddle to him. First I let him see it and smell it. I will slowly lift 

it on his back and let him get used to the sight, smell, and weight 

of it. I will not let the cinches or stirrups flop and scare him at 

first. This is only in the beginning though, soon I will be 

swinging the saddle up on his back with the cinches and stirrups 

flopping, and I will be expecting him to stand rock solid while 
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I do so. This is the reason for the hobbles. When a person is 

saddling a broke horse, the horse should stand quietly and 

patiently. Each horse I broke was guaranteed to stand still for 

saddling when he left my barn. Maintaining that ability was up 

to the owner.  

 

It’s said that we learn a habit by doing something repeatedly 

for 21 days. It doesn’t take near that long in animals or children. 

It only takes a couple of times. Animals are always learning. 

They learn more from what we allow than from what we 

prevent.   

Once saddled and the cinches are tightened, so that he 

cannot buck it off, I tie bags all over the saddle that will flop 

and blow in the wind with every step he takes. I take an old feed 

sack in hand and begin a process that we call “sacking him out.” 

This means I’m going to rub and flap the sack all over him until 

he stands still when it touches him; a process that usually takes 

less than 15 minutes. After the “sacking,” I will turn him loose 

with the saddle and sacks on. I will leave him in the round pen 

so that if he gets scared, he can’t hurt himself or anyone else. A 

few colts buck with the saddle the first time, but most just run 

around the pen trying to get away from the noisy sacks on their 

backs. This is another reason for the high walls of the round 

pen. He can’t climb over it, under it or through it. Soon he will 

learn what I already know; the saddle nor the sacks are going to 

hurt him. I will typically let a colt wear the saddle for the rest 

Bad habits develop very quickly in 

horses, dogs, and children. 
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of the day or at least for several hours. This helps him to become 

familiar with it. Just as a point of interest let me say, I never use 

a good saddle for this step. I kept old saddles that wouldn’t 

matter if they roll on it or scrape it against a post. I wonder how 

often God puts us in these type of environments? Perhaps He 

puts us in a place where He knows we can’t get hurt or hurt 

someone else. In these times He is teaching us something we 

can’t learn any other way. So what does saddling a colt have to 

do with us? I’m glad you asked, keep reading. 

We are all asked to take up our cross and follow Jesus. 

Unless you will do this, you cannot be His disciple. (Mat 16:24) 

The sooner we accustom ourselves to its weight, the better off 

we are. Jesus said, “Take My yoke on you and learn of Me, for 

I am meek and lowly in heart, and you shall find rest to your 

souls.  For My yoke is easy, and My burden is light.” (Mat 

11:29-30 MKJV)   What Jesus saddles us with is a light load, 

especially when compared to the load the world puts on us. 

Thank God his saddle, yoke is easy to carry and his burden is 

light. According to Psalms 68:19, “He daily loads us with many 

benefits!” (MKJV)  The benefits of following him and being 

led by Him far outweigh anything we are asked to do by Him. 

There is responsibility that comes with serving Jesus. We are 

not just missing hell, we are enlisting in an army and with that 

comes obligation to carry out His will. Just as the colt is 

learning to carry out our will and eventually carry us, we too 

must learn to carry out his will, and some will even carry the 

King of Kings to the entire world. (More about carrying the 

King later) 
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TURNING 

Soon carrying a saddle is completely normal to the colt. 

Now it’s time to move on to teaching the colt how to turn. We 

will work on his steering and will continue using the 

hackamore. Remember the hackamore is the headgear that the 

colt is wearing and is designed to be unbreakable. It is also 

acceptable at this stage to use a bridle, instead of the hackamore. 

If doing so, I use a D-ring snaffle bit, especially if the horse is 

not going to be ridden by someone familiar with a hackamore 

and its use. However, an unbreakable halter must still be worn 

under the bridle so as to have something to tie him with if it 

becomes necessary to do so. At this early stage, we don’t want 

him to accidentally find out he could break the bridle reins.  

Remember, it only takes one successful rebellion in the life of 

the colt to form the idea in his mind that he doesn’t have to 

obey. For my purposes, I will stick with the hackamore.  

So how do I teach the colt to turn? You won’t believe it 

unless you’ve seen it or done it yourself. With the colt saddled 

and in the round pen, I take one of the reins pass it through the 

stirrup on the same side, and then I tie the rein to his tail using 

a tail knot. I tie the rein short enough so that the colt’s head is 

turned a little less than a forty-five degree angle. The stirrups 

are tied together with hobbles so that they won’t rise up when 

the colt pulls on the rein. This also keeps him from getting his 

nose in the air. (More about that later) The tug he feels on his 

nose will cause him to walk in circles and teach him to follow 

his nose. Where the nose goes, the body goes. Remember the 

old saying “If a camel gets his nose under the tent, his body will 
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soon follow?” It’s kind of the same thing. We want to teach him 

to follow his nose. This lesson is sort of like our initial lesson 

of tying when we were teaching him to lead. I leave the area 

and go get a glass of water while he marinates.  Some things 

have to be learned alone. Isn’t that true of us?  It is only when 

we are alone that we really think about the tugging and leading 

we are feeling.  I will let him go in circles for a few minutes or 

until he quits fighting the pressure. Of course, whether using a 

hackamore or a bit, it’s going to make his nose or the corners of 

his mouth tender. This will get his attention later on and help 

him remember to turn.  I will do this on both sides until he is 

equally adept at turning both ways. Like us, horses are left or 

right handed. They typically have a favorite direction and are 

more adept at going that way. (Not unlike us is it?) 

Sometimes you may feel that you are going in circles. Well, 

there is the possibility that you are. God has to give us some 

training in turning if He is to teach us to go where he points. 

 

Going straight is simply the absence of a tug. It’s not hard 

to go where God steers you. If you don’t feel him turning you, 

keep straight on the path you’re traveling, he will let you know 

when to turn.  

Now let me be clear, we are not actually teaching the colt to 

turn, he already knows how to do that. He has done it his entire 

It is when we become tender to His 

tug and when we’ve gone in circles 

for a while that we are ready to go 

straight when given the opportunity. 
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life. He has turned his own way and turned to his own desires 

again and again. We must teach him to turn our way and go 

where we want him to go. He must learn to turn away from his 

desires and turn towards ours. What good is a horse that can 

only be steered in the direction he wants to go? Yet how often 

have we set limits on God’s will for our lives? We may say 

things like, “As long as He doesn’t expect me to __________.” 

I’ll ask you again, “What good is a horse that can only be led 

or steered in the direction he wants to go?” He must learn that 

at the slightest tug or pressure of the reins, he should turn the 

way we have asked. Cowboys use the term, “Stay between the 

reins.” That phrase simply means, “If you don’t get a tug, go 

straight.” 

 

I must continue to do the last word I heard. If He wants me 

to make a change, I must feel a tug left or right. When He tugs 

at my heart, I will turn with the lightest touch. He won’t need 

to bend my head around to His knee while I continue to push on 

in the direction I want to go.  

My best horses were those that with just the slightest bump 

on the rein would turn in the direction I wanted to go. On what 

I called a “Finished” horse, the untrained eye would not even 

be able to see my signal for the horse to turn. I once sold a three 

year old colt to a man who wanted to see how well I could 

handle him. After turning him left and right and sliding to a stop 

then showing him a running back up, I could tell he was 

Likewise, if God’s not speaking,  

I’m not turning. 
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impressed, that such a young colt would have so much control. 

Just before I asked him did he want him, I reached up and took 

the hackamore off his head and hung it on the saddle. Then, 

holding the saddle horn instead of the reins, I did all the same 

maneuvers. The colt did the kind of turn-backs that anyone 

would be proud of. He made sliding stops and a 180 over his 

hocks in a cloud of dust, all from the pressure he felt from my 

knees squeezing him. “Sold,” the man hollered from the fence. 

“I want him!” That’s the kind of control I want God to have 

over me. Just let me feel His gentle squeeze, and I turn and go 

the other way in a cloud of dust.  

Over three hundred times in the bible the word “turn” is 

used. We are admonished to “turn” our hearts toward God and 

to “turn” from the evil, present in this world. If we “turn” to 

Him, He will “turn” to us. Turning is vital to our spiritual 

growth and health.  

When Saul went down to visit Samuel the prophet, looking 

for his donkeys, we are told in 1 Samuel 10:9 “…when Saul 

turned, his heart was changed…” A lot of really good things 

happen when we turn in God’s direction. In Saul’s case, he 

became the king of Israel. We do a lot of turning in our own 

direction and who among us hasn’t turned down the wrong path 

on more than one occasion. It is for this reason that we must 

learn how to turn. Even the slightest tug on the rein should be 

enough for Jesus to turn us in another direction. He alone knows 

the way we should go and learning to recognize his tug at our 

heart will produce great results. 
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TUCKING 

Next, we tie both reins back to the D-rings on the saddle. 

(The D-rings are located mid way up the saddle and are the 

place where the cinch fastens to the latigo to hold the saddle in 

place.) Now the colt is going to learn to keep his head down and 

tuck his nose when he feels the pressure. Some of our hardest 

moments come to us because we get our nose too high. It’s hard 

to understand someone else’s reasoning when we are looking 

down our nose at them. A high headed horse is not useful in the 

circles I worked in. I realize some of the high stepping show 

horse trainers like their horses to have a high head. This, 

however, only looks good in the show ring. It is impractical for 

a working horse. Cowboys especially don’t want their horses to 

have high heads. A high head gets in the way of seeing, roping, 

and sorting. God is not training show horses. He is training 

Kingdom workers. He is making disciples.  Think about the 

horse that’s hooked to a plow or wagon; he needs his head down 

for balance, as he leans into the load. As Christians, we are 

expected to pull our share of the load. He said, “My burden is 

light…” but there is a load to carry. The load he calls you to 

carry may be different from mine, but we all have one. Jesus 

told Ananias in Acts 9:15 speaking of the Apostle Paul at his 

conversion, “… For this one is a chosen vessel to Me, to bear 

My name before nations and kings and the sons of Israel.” Paul 

carried a great responsibility. It is also noteworthy that Jesus 

appeared to Paul (then named Saul) suddenly on the Damascus 

road and he was knocked to the ground by the bright light that 
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shone around him. In other words, God got Paul’s nose down. 

He taught him to tuck. Tucking is a precursor to backing.  

What about the cowboy roping a steer in the pasture. Would 

you want a horse with his head in the air or one with his head 

down, looking at where he’s running? A high headed horse can 

easily step in a prairie dog hole or trip over a rock. The cowboy 

wants his horse’s head down and out of the way of the rope. If 

our head is too high, it will get in the way of what we are trying 

to rope and who God’s trying to reach. A high headed horse is 

worthless in a sorting pen. Watch a champion cutting horse; his 

head will be down at eye level, watching the cow’s every move. 

Only low headed horses become champions in a working 

environment. It is very difficult to be productive in the 

Kingdom with a high minded attitude about yourself.  In 

Romans 11:20 Paul reminded the Romans “…do not be high-

minded…” The Romans were learning that they had been 

grafted into the vine just as we are. I was always nervous when 

riding a high-headed proud spirited horse in rough places 

because I was concerned about him falling. It’s hard to see the 

ground at your feet if your head is high in the air. Proverbs 

16:18 reminds us that “Pride goes before a fall.” I can tell you 

from personal experience; God cannot use pride. He will wait 

until we put our head down before unfolding His plan to us.  

I always told my students, “Low hands, low head.” If you 

ride with your hands high, it will produce a high headed horse. 

This all starts in the breaking pen before you ever mount the 

colt. It begins by teaching him to tuck his nose and give to the 

pressure being asserted. If we would learn this lesson, we would 

be miles ahead of the crowd.  
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Once these critical steps are taken, we are ready for the next 

big thing. Driving lessons. Before we ride him, we are going to 

drive him. I hope you will read on and discover your potential 

for Jesus. 
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CHAPTER  

FOUR 

q 

 

“…You will find a colt tied up, on which no one of men has 
yet sat. Untie it and bring it.”  

Luke 19:29 

DRIVING 

Have you ever seen a movie where a cowboy mounts an 

unbroken horse, and the rodeo is on? Soon that same horse is 

responding like a reining champion in a show arena. What you 

see in the movies is Hollywood. Horses don’t just stop bucking 

and start spinning like a top and doing a sliding stop punctuated 

by a running backup. When you see a cowboy riding a bucking 

horse, that’s just what it is, a horse straight from a rodeo 

company’s bucking stock. If you’ll pay close attention, you’ll 

see the bucking strap cinched up tight around the horses flanks 

and if you’ll really look close, most often it’s not the same horse 
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that you’ll see in the next clip with so much handle on him. 

They use stand-in doubles for horses just like they do actors. 

The truth is, every well mannered, obedient horse had to be 

trained to be that way. I am a horse trainer even though I am 

referred to as a horse breaker. It was always my goal to keep a 

horse from bucking, and that’s done through proper training. 

Frequently, I encountered owners who needed as much training 

as the colt they brought me. As you read this chapter, you will 

see how important proper steps are to making a good horse. 

Proper foundation gives us the best chance at finishing with a 

well-mannered horse that you can take anywhere and be 

confident he will obey you. Likewise, a proper foundation and 

good training are key components to our successful Christian 

life. If we are to finish well, we must have a good foundation. 

Jesus even spoke on this subject at length when He talked about 

the two houses, one on the rock and the other on the sand. If 

you build your Christian walk on the shifting sand and refuse to 

allow someone to train you, it will not end well for you, and you 

will likely never reach the designed plan God has for your life. 

The scripture above ends by saying in the next verse, “And if 

anyone asks you, why are you untying it? You will say this to 

him because the Lord has need of it.” It all comes down to this, 

God needs each of us and has a plan for us. It is our choice to 

accept His training or choose to run free without restraint. 

Remember this: A byproduct of a grace message that does not 

include personal restraint, is a lifestyle with no limits.  

I recently sat in an eye clinic and listened to a woman telling 

me about her two Appaloosa horses at home. She told how they 

were so gentle and loving and had never been trained. She 

called them her “Thousand pound babies.” I mentioned a local 
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horse breaker to her, and she quickly retorted, “I let him come 

to the house once, and he tied them up and hurt their noses. I 

told him there has to be a better way.” Well, there’s not. If you 

can’t be tied, you can’t be loosed. Tying precedes the loosing 

and let me add; it also precedes the using. There are many steps 

along the road to a well-trained horse, and there are no 

shortcuts. When you take a shortcut, you undercut the future of 

your horse. The most important part of any house is the 

foundation upon which it stands. All other additions and 

luxury’s are going to be built upon the foundation you lay, so 

make it a good one.  

This next step we are going to talk about is one that is 

frequently overlooked by some “would be” horse trainers, 

preferring instead to just get on and start pulling their colt 

around. What I’ve discovered is that trainers that leave out the 

step of driving may be ahead of me at day ten, but will be behind 

me at day thirty. The question is, “What kind of finished horse 

do you want?” Read on to find the answer to the main question 

in this book. “Are you fit to be tied?” 

DRIVING 101 

By the time we’re ready to drive a colt in most cases several 

days have past, and he is now easily caught and can be: Led to 

the round pen, hobbled, and saddled. I know that he will give to 

pressure and not fight the rope. I know that he has learned to 

follow his nose left or right and will tuck his head when he feels 

the hackamore or bit. Depending upon the colt, I may have even 

stepped up into the saddle a few times with him tied to a 
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snubbing post. I have not ridden him yet since I never ride a colt 

until I can drive him. This idea takes many people by surprise, 

but it really shouldn’t. Ask yourself this question. 

 

I wonder sometimes if God doesn’t have some of the same 

philosophy towards us. Why would He trust us with great things 

when we won’t even clean out our car of McDonalds bags? If 

your bed is unmade and the kitchen sink is full of dirty dishes, 

you should return to the round pen and learn the basics again. 

What makes you think God will give you fresh anointing while 

your garbage stinks of old pizza? Why should He give you a 

large platform when you’re not willing to teach a small group? 

How the colt preforms during the driving gives me an strong 

indication of how he’s going to perform in the riding. Keep the 

main thing, the main thing. It is my desire to have a horse 

anyone can ride tomorrow so I do what must be done today, to 

reach that end.  

EQUIPMENT 

There are many ways to proceed with the driving, but the 

equipment I used was simple and not complicated. I love to 

keep it that way. I used a pair of 3/8 inch nylon ropes about 15-

If a colt won’t do what you want, 

with you on the ground, what makes 

you think he’ll do it with you on his 

back? 
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20 feet long. These are heavy enough to make them hang good 

and keep them from getting tangled too easily. Unlike flat 

driving lines that were light and easily tangled, these were more 

manageable and in the likely event that they got around the 

fetlocks, were less likely to cut or burn. Remember the leg rope 

I used during the initial saddling process in Chapter 3? Because 

of using it then, the driving rope won’t bother him now. It is 

also excellent preparation for the day when he will be asked to 

rope a calf, steer or cow in the pasture. He won’t be scared of a 

rope touching his legs. 

This is a good time mention another key piece of equipment, 

the round pen. As I stated in chapter one, A round pen is very 

important. Of course, you can break a colt without one, but 

remember, a round pen has no corners where a colt can hide and 

turn away from me. A colt that hides in the corner will resort to 

the next line of defense, fight. I will always carry a stark 

reminder of that fact under my chin. In the fall 1988, I learned 

the hard truth about the fight mechanism. I was kicked in the 

throat and chin by a colt I was breaking. He was out of flight 

options, so he played the fight card. It took twenty-eight stitches 

and several weeks to learn this lesson I’m teaching you now.  

Horses have dangerous weapons and aren’t afraid to use them 

if the right buttons are pushed. Take my advice and build a 

round pen. I built my round pen with 7’ walls that leaned to the 

outside. The first two feet was solid boards but with spaces 

between the rest like a ladder all the way to the top. This made 

it possible to climb out if things went south and I needed to go 

north. It was too tall for a horse to climb out of and it leaned to 

the outside so that his feet would strike the bottom boards 

before my knees could hit the rails. Using this design gave me 
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an advantage. Even the most gentle horse can turn into a raging 

demon when confronted with something or someone that 

removes his freedom. Remember every horse only has two 

defense mechanisms, flight, and fight. When cornered a horse 

will fight, hence, a pen with no corners.  

I made my round pen thirty feet wide and hauled several 

loads of sand from a local pit. The sand made the footing more 

sure but also made for tough sledding as his hooves sank up to 

the fetlocks with each step.  Another benefit is that it provided 

a better place to land if I was ever bucked off. The small 

footprint of the pen made it virtually impossible for a colt to 

reach high speeds when running. I took every advantage over 

colts that I could find since even the smallest ones outweighed 

me by several hundred pounds. You will never out muscle a 

horse; you have to out think them. While their bodies are large, 

their brain is small. It is easy to out think them if you just use 

what you have more of, brains.  

TURNING LEFT, RIGHT AND GOING 

STRAIGHT 

The first time I drive my colt, he is unsure of what I want. 

I’ve left my position beside his head and have taken up a new 

one behind him. Since his training, up to this point, has involved 

facing me, he will now try to turn and face me as before. He has 

already learned to follow the tugging to one side or the other, 

so I start by turning him away from me. As he takes a step, I 

will take the outside driving line and slap it against his side and 

hip. This will bring decisive action on his part, but one sharp 
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slap is better than ten smooches and kisses to get him to move. 

I am training a horse not a lap dog. He must learn from the start 

who is in charge. If you let him think he is, you will never be 

able to convince him to do things he doesn’t want to do. He is 

in a controlled environment now, and you have the upper hand. 

Better to move him in a lively manner that was your idea, than 

to let him think that moving was his idea. If he ever gets the 

thought he can move when he wants to; you will have trouble 

controlling him later on. Be large and in charge or get out of the 

breaking pen. These lessons are vital to the first ride that’s 

coming in just a few days.  

 

in any direction He needs you to go. The tying leads to leading, 

and the leading leads to driving, which leads to steering, which 

leads to transporting Him to others. As our understanding of 

God grows, He will shift His position from beside us, to other 

positions. He will make the progression from leading you, to 

steering you. Some people never make the complete 

transformation and wait for God’s leading before they’ll take 

another step. Still, others never get past being driven. They 

become so driven by goals and dreams that they forget to live. 

Real success begins when God can steer you with the slightest 

tug or pressure of the reins that are in His hands.  

Driven people don't see the value in what they're doing, and 

they never think they’ve done enough. Steered people are 

God taught you to be led so that He 

could eventually teach you to be 

steered 
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waiting for input from the master, and they’re waiting for their 

next instruction. Stay in the gait that God has set for you. He 

will change it when His ready, until then, stay between the reins 

be sensitive to His tug left or right 

Don’t just wait to be led and don’t live your life driven like 

a mouse on a wheel trying to reach the end. Let God steer you 

in the direction He wants you to go. What our colt is learning 

now, he will learn to an even greater degree once he is taken 

outside. What is it? He’s learning that whatever direction and 

speed he’s asked to travel is what he is to continue, until new 

input is given. He must learn to travel straight ahead until a tug 

is felt, and learn to maintain his gait until pressure is felt from 

the rider. It takes weeks to learn this, and some horses never 

quit looking for an opportunity to turn their own way and 

slowdown or speed up to suit themselves. It can’t be that way 

with us. We must continue in the direction we were told. Follow 

the last word you heard, and more input will eventually come. 

If God hasn’t stopped you, keep moving on the course He set 

and eventually you’ll hear more instructions.  

As the driving continues, I am soon able to turn him in both 

directions, and he is light and supple while doing so. (Meaning 

he doesn’t resist by rooting his nose when he feels the tug) 

STOPPING 

Turning left or right and going straight ahead are just part 

of the needed lessons for a colt to learn before his first ride. It 

is also imperative that he stop when asked. For me, stopping 

was more important than not bucking. Some people think to 
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make a horse stop better you just need a more severe bit in his 

mouth, but stopping is a matter of aptitude and attitude. Some 

horses are better stoppers than others simply because of their 

build or conformation (their bone and muscle structure) 

however every horse can stop moving forward when trained. 

Riders with heavy hands make it hard to stop horses. A horse 

that has been properly trained to stop uses his back legs to come 

forward under his belly, almost touching his front feet. This 

makes the stop comfortable and won’t throw the rider over the 

horse’s head doing so. It begins by teaching instant response, 

not a gradual slow down. If taught correctly, to begin with, it 

sets the pattern for a sliding stop later. A correct stop is one 

where the front legs keep walking, and the back legs slide like 

a runner stealing home. If a horse simply locks up in the front 

it can throw the rider over his head and even if it doesn’t, it can 

be a very painful ride.  

I remember having a young 3 year old buckskin colt for sale 

once and took a potential buyer out to the pasture to catch him. 

I took a bucket with a little oats and a piece of baling twine with 

me. The man looked at me funny but didn’t say anything. It was 

a large pasture (Probably a section of ground I don’t know for 

sure. A section is 640 acres) We drove in on the dirt road, and 

when I saw the colt, I asked the man to wait there while I walked 

over to him and caught him. It was a little hike over there, but 

by the time I got to him, the colt was more interested in the 

bucket of grain than in the stranger waiting at the truck. I took 

the grass baling twine and made a loop in one end and slipped 

it over the colt’s head and nose and climbed aboard. It was 

rough ground along the Missouri river breaks, but I had a point 

to prove and a sale to make. Remember, I was riding bareback, 
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bucket in hand and nothing but a grass string around the colt’s 

nose. I hadn’t been on him in over a month but knew the kind 

of foundation he had. On purpose, I kicked him into a fast lope 

as soon as the terrain permitted and loped right up to the pickup 

truck then slid him to a stop. That was all it took. The man said, 

“I said to myself, if he rides that colt back with that string on 

him, I want him.” An old saying among horse breakers is, “The 

good ones just get better.” That means a smart colt doesn’t 

forget what he’s learned. I knew I hadn’t been on him in awhile 

but was confident he wouldn’t buck and would show off that 

good stop he had learned in his training. I sometimes wonder 

why God puts that kind of confidence in me. Why would He 

trust me not to buck? The answer is simple because He put a 

good foundation under me and it pays dividends later on.  

BACKING UP 

There is only one more thing a colt needs to learn before 

I’m willing to ride him. I want him to learn to back up a few 

steps. He doesn’t have to run backwards or tuck his butt under 

him like he’ll learn later, but he does have to know how to take 

a few steps backwards, before I’m gonna swing a leg over him 

and head off somewhere. I’ve been in more than one situation 

that demanded a colt be able to back up or be in severe trouble. 

Backing is not a natural movement for a horse; they are just not 

adept at it. Even though they do take a few steps backward in 

the wild, it is not an overly developed skill that they use 

frequently.  
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Have you ever been driving down a wide open road and see 

a car pulling up to an intersection? You say to yourself, “If he 

doesn’t stop soon, there’s gonna be a heck of a wreck!” When 

he finally gets stopped the nose of his vehicle is sticking over 

the line in your lane. You were hoping he would stop, but now 

you’re hoping he’ll back up a little and get his nose out of your 

lane.  

Just as backing is not a highly developed skill among horses 

in the wild, it is also not something that most of us are great at 

either. There will be times in your Christian walk when God 

will require you to back up a bit. There’ve been times when I 

had my nose just over the line in someone else’s business; I 

mean lane. It is not a natural movement for us and must be 

developed because there will be times when it’s demanded of 

us or risk severe trouble. To be honest, there’ve been plenty of 

times when I was just wrong about something, and God 

required me to back up and make apologies.  Sometimes it 

required a complete direction change and other times just wait 

until the traffic cleared and then proceed on my way. People 

who can’t or won’t back up, can’t be trusted. We are all capable 

of getting ourselves in situations that we could have avoided if 

we’d only had better-stopping skills, but since we didn’t, we 

better have a good back up. Over time, we all get better at 

stopping and backing up. The worst condition to get in is a 

position that demands backing up, with the lack of willingness 

or skill to put it in reverse and make room for oncoming traffic.  

Perhaps you can think of a time in your life when, if you’d 

just been quicker to back up a bit, you could have avoided a 

painful collision. Just one small movement back might have 

detoured you around a dangerous intersection of personalities. 
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Sometimes it’s quicker to take the detour than to press ahead on 

the road you’re on. Having the skill to back is only half the 

equation to avoiding a collision. The other half is knowing 

when to and when not to use it. Most of us error to the side of 

not using our back up gear. I recommend everyone practice it 

frequently. No one can be right all the time.  

 

REVIEW 

So with these driving lessons learned; Straight, Turn, Stop 

and Backup, the colt is ready for the next BIG THING, his first 

ride. It will be a significant change for him, but if the ground 

work has been thorough, it will only be a short time until he is 

going anywhere you ask. You have built a history with him, and 

he’s learned that you can be trusted. Learning that, has been the 

real point in the 7-10 days of groundwork. The idea that he must 

trust you soon replaces the idea that he can trust you. Your 

proven strength on the ground makes room for you on his back. 

It’s a simple matter of location. Remember, just ten days ago he 

would not even let you walk up to him. Now you’re about to sit 

on top of him. It’s not weight that causes a horse to buck, but 

fear. It’s from a lack of trust in you and your authority over him 

that causes him to buck. When introduced to this new way of 

life, the way I’m describing in this book, a colt rarely bucks on 

You’d be surprised how often one 

step back would open up a clear 

roadway ahead. 
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the first ride. Time and patience invested early pays large 

rewards later. The same is true of God. He is a patient, loving 

Father who is giving us every chance not to buck. He wants us 

not cast away our confidence in Him, but He patiently waits for 

the right response from us rather than forcing His will upon us.  

I hope that by this point in this book you are seeing God’s 

hand at work in your life. He’s been there all along. The whole 

purpose in the cross and the Holy Spirit’s coming, was to get us 

to the point where He can shift his position of being with us, to 

one of being in us.  He wants to take you places you’ve never 

been before, places that are important to Him. Are you Fit To 

Be Tied? 
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CHAPTER  

FIVE 

q 

 

“And if anyone asks you, why are you untying it? You will 
say this to him because the Lord has need of it” 

Luke 19:31 

THE RIDE 

The first ride is one of the biggest days in a young colt’s 

life, and it needs to be a positive experience, for it will set the 

pace for future learning. If it goes sour, it will have an impact 

on his future. I never put a colt in a position to fail. The natural 

defense of flight and fight have to be avoided. This is the reason 

I’ve spent 7-10 days getting him to this point. I don’t want this 

experience to be a bad one. Many things are happening at once, 

and he’s expected to remember and accept them all. That puts a 

lot of pressure on a colt, so mistakes are avoided at all costs. 

Even a very windy day in South Dakota could be enough to 
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persuade me not to ride a particularly spooky colt. If I thought 

he could have a bad experience, it was not uncommon for me 

to wait for a better day.  

With several days of ground work now behind me, I am 

confident that the student will accept the new experience, but I 

take no chances on his success. This is where I sometimes 

enlisted the help of another rider (often my youngest daughter 

Brittney) If there was any question in my mind of the colt’s 

willingness to obey, I simply brought one of my broke saddle 

horses to the round pen to go with the colt. It was a simple 

matter of snubbing the colt to the saddle horn of the broke horse, 

so he couldn’t get his head down. An often overlooked fact is 

this: “If a horse can’t get his head down, he can’t buck.” I still 

remember the first time Roy Gilliland gave me that information. 

I was just about to mount a young colt he’d started but never 

ridden. I would be the first one to ride him, so he tied a small 

rope from the top of the headstall, (Which was a bozal 

hackamore) to the saddle horn. “This will keep him from getting 

his head down if he decides to buck with you,” I remember the 

ride was going well until something happened to spook that 

colt. If a colt has a buck in him, that’s when it’s gonna happen, 

when he gets scared. Isn’t that when we’re the most likely to 

resist God’s plan for us? Have you ever been scared and bucked 

up against what God was doing in your life? Do you remember 

the words Jesus spoke to Saul of Tarsus on the road to 

Damascus? He said, “Saul, Saul, it is hard for you to kick 

against the ox goad.”  (Acts 26:14) Jesus wasn’t saying it was 

impossible, only that it would be painful. Something scared that 

colt, and he made about three good jumps before realizing he 

wasn’t getting anywhere. Although it’s been over thirty years 
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ago, it seems like just yesterday I heard Roy say, “Pastor Jim 

you stuck on like a fly!” Roy has since gone on to his eternal 

reward but he was the first professional horse breaker I ever 

worked with, and he taught me much of what I know today 

about horse breaking, and I think of him often.   

So I learned that day, the key to keeping a rough colt from 

bucking was to keep his head up. Hence the reason we’ve spent 

so much time teaching him to respond to pressure on his nose 

or in his mouth.  

I remember an occasion when this was impossible for me to 

do. I was riding a long-legged three year old filly that I consider 

to be one of the finest I ever broke. The owner had asked me to 

break her so she’d be easier to handle later on. Mark Selting 

was my good friend, and I worked with him a lot during the 

years. I knew that he had no intention of riding her. Cowboys 

never ride mares if they can help it, but the breaking process 

would make her a much easier to handle brood mare. It also 

gives the owner some insight as to how her colts will respond 

to the breaking process later on. I started this filly in the spring 

of the year when the snow was still hanging around. It was in 

the winter of 1998, and there had been a lot of snow that year. 

It had been a difficult winter, and ranchers had lost a lot of 

stock. I remember how well this filly could plow through deep 

drifts without so much as a lunge. I regretted the fact that she 

was a mare, knowing she’d never be used to her full potential 

as a ranch horse. She was adept at tucking her back legs under 

her belly and sliding down a hill. She had a smooth gait and a 

light touch. I was riding her in a D-ring snaffle bit because I 

knew Mark would never use a hackamore if indeed he ever did 

ride her again.  
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I was well into her thirty day training period, nearing the 

last ride I would make on her, that the following story occurred:  

It was a Sunday afternoon, and the entire family had decided 

we would take a leisurely ride up the draw behind our house to 

enjoy a beautiful spring afternoon. When the whole family went 

for a ride, that meant four horses and two dogs. We had ridden 

for about twenty minutes and were moving through some tall 

grass along a creek when a pheasant flew right out from under 

my almost finished thirty-day horse. It seems that while 

pheasants cause no real problems when they are encountered by 

horses in the wild and without a rider, adding a rider to the 

equation really confuses a young mind. 

 

I refer you back to the aforementioned fact that, if a colt 

can’t get his head down he can’t buck. Well, with that said, let 

me assure you that if one can get their head down, bucking is as 

natural as walking. I remember everything being lovely and 

tranquil one second and the next, World War III had broken out, 

and the rodeo was on. Where this mare’s head had once been, 

was only blue sky and I found myself on one of the worst 

bucking horses I’d ever ridden. It seems her talents weren’t 

limited to sliding down hills and wading through snow banks. 

She could also buck like rodeo stock. As she set in to the effort, 

I watched the distance between my saddle horn and her ears get 

shorter and shorter. As I rode her through jump after jump, my 

My “outstanding filly” broke in two 

in the middle and swallowed her 

head. 
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saddle went sliding straight up her neck. All this happened 

really fast while the family and the dogs looked on in terror, 

hoping that their mounts would not also join in the fracas. 

Brittney, my constant companion and youngest daughter, was 

the only one not scared. She had been in the breaking pen with 

me many times and on countless work days. For her this was, 

although unusual, nothing to be alarmed about and she took it 

in stride. Pam was shouting, and Kristen was crying, and the 

dogs were barking, and the pheasant, who started this whole 

encounter was long gone. All this pandemonium only added to 

the effort the filly was putting forth. As the bucking became 

more intense, it became apparent to me that this would not end 

well. I was about to be bucked off, and in front of my own 

family!  

That young three year old filly bucked me, my saddle and 

bridle, (with that D-ring snaffle bit) off in a pile on the ground. 

She made a bee line back to the barn and what she thought was 

safety. That’s the same thing we do when we get in a storm. We 

run back to the last place we called safe. For some, that’s a 

relationship that wasn’t productive. For others, it may be a habit 

or an addiction that once gave them comfort. For still others, it 

may be a lifestyle that doesn’t reflect the transformation that 

had begun in their life when they decided to become a Christ 

follower.  

As the dust settled and calm once again set in, I took 

inventory to be sure nothing was hurt but my pride. As I 

examined the saddle, I made an amazing discovery. There in the 

same pile with me was every part of the outfit, and nothing had 

come unhooked or broken. Both front and rear cinches on the 
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saddle were still tied. The breast collar was still fastened to both 

sides of the saddle, and the bridle was perfectly intact.  

So what had happened to cause this enormous wreck? She 

got her head down before I could react and wouldn’t give it back 

when I tried to pull her up. Once she was involved in the storm, 

she gave it her full attention. Giving to pressure never crossed 

her mind. Once committed, all training sailed out the window 

along with the rider. She was determined to get rid of me and 

all my accoutrements. Her commitment to the cause was 

unmatched by my thirty-day recovery program. Three years of 

living like she wanted and doing what she wanted was not going 

to be conquered simply because we had experienced some quite 

rides together and had felt the warm fuzzy’s. Don’t be fooled 

into thinking your flesh is gone forever.  

Let me remind all of us that the flesh is only skin deep. Your 

old nature can easily come back to haunt you if you let up for 

even one day. It pops up at the most inconvenient times, and 

you can’t cast it out nor can you fast enough to get rid of it.  

 

You will have to start over every day. You can get in every 

prayer line and call every number on your screen, but keeping 

your head up isn’t something that you can learn to do once and 

then have it under control for the rest of your life. It’s a constant 

battle you will face. Every time the unexpected pheasant comes 

boiling out from under you, or the dogs join the fracas, and the 

Even though you crucify the flesh 

today, there will be a resurrection 

tomorrow. 
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kids begin screaming, you will once again need to pick up on 

the reins and pull your head up.  

Isn’t it the same with us? If God can just keep our chin up, 

we are much less likely to buck against His plan for our lives. 

Keeping your head up will help you get through many difficult 

times in your life. We all face seasons when we would like to 

buck a little. It is in those times when we must remember the 

words of Jesus more than ever before, “The Lord has need of 

him.” The whole reason for the tying, loosing, leading and 

bringing is for this simple reason. The Lord is looking for 

someone who will bring Him to others. This little donkey colt’s 

primary function was not to be seen but to be used. Why would 

I leave a great church in South Dakota? Why would I learn 

another language and embarrass myself during the process? 

Why would I travel all over the world preaching this gospel? 

“Because the Lord has need of me.” There are people that are 

your assignment. If you don’t reach them, who will? Very soon 

after I felt God’s call to go to Latin America I wrote a simple 

song that said:  

 
Though the world is lost and hungry 
I’m amazingly well fed 
Though I forget the sight of struggle 
I can’t forget the words you said 
To whom much is given, much will be required 
If all I have is all that you desire  
Lord… 
 
I’ll go, though it cost me everything 
I’ll go, gladly following 
I’ll go, praying not my will be done 
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I’ll go 
 
While nations are in the balance 
We debate our right to choose 
We’ve got two cars and a mortgage  
And fitness club dues 
Are the gifts that he has given, blinding us till we can’t see 
That telling others who have nothing is our responsibility  
 
(Bridge) 
I can convince myself that someone else will surely do it all 
But there is no one else that you can send to answer my call 
 

It is for this end that the colt was tied and for this end Jesus 

had it brought to himself. It was not so the colt could feel good 

about himself or that others could see the grace with which he 

moved, it was simply to bring Jesus to others. That is also the 

reason for your life, to bring Jesus to others, and if we’re not 

doing that, our training is in vain. In this country, we’ve become 

the most over trained under used Christians on earth. We are 

eager to go to another Bible study to learn more deep 

revelations but slow to apply the last ten things we’ve learned 

to our daily lives.  

This chapter isn’t meant to discourage you but to help you 

see that everything culminates in your taking Jesus to others. It 

was the ride of a lifetime for this young colt. All the effort came 

down to this moment. The time was right and his moment had 

come. Can you see this young colt after he had ridden Jesus 

down main street Jerusalem? When he finally gets back to 

Momma and tells her about his day. “Momma you should have 

seen them. You should have heard them, Momma. Tens of 
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thousands of people, waving palm branches and shouting 

Hosanna. All for me! I was famous momma. My dreams all 

came true. You’ve gotta come with me and see tomorrow.” So, 

the next day they go walking down the same road as the day 

before, only today there are no crowds, there’s no one shouting 

and waving palm branches. It was just business as normal. It 

was a sad and disappointed little donkey walking down the 

street. “I don’t understand,” he may have said. “Yesterday they 

cheered me, today they ignore me. Why Momma? Why?” 

Perhaps the wise momma turned to her son and said, “Junior, it 

was never about you. It was always only about Him.”  

Interestingly we’re not told what happened to the colt after 

Jesus used him. Perhaps he went on to do other things. Maybe 

he worked in a caravan or even a circus. Maybe he became the 

property of a great governor or senator in Rome, but he never 

had a more important mission or burden to carry, than that of 

bringing Jesus before those who awaited Him in Jerusalem.  

When Jesus got where He was going, He dismounted. For 

us, it is very difficult to bring anything to an end. We tend to 

believe that if God uses us once, in an area, He’s obligated to 

do it for the rest of our lives. He may very well do that, but the 

possibility also exists that He will dismount and change our 

assignment from time to time. In the next chapter I will discuss 

in depth that possibility but for now suffice it to say, nothing 

God uses you for is obligated to continue. It’s the message that’s 

eternal not the messenger or the method. 

 

Everything changes, including your 

assignments and seasons. 
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There is an obscure verse in Exodus 13:13 (NLT) that gives 

us a little more insight to what God was planning, even when 

He first gave the law to Moses. “A firstborn donkey may be 

bought back from the Lord by presenting a lamb or young goat 

in its place. But if you do not buy it back, you must break its 

neck…” I find it so interesting that God would take an animal 

(donkey) that was considered to be unclean, and personally use 

it to bring Himself to a city that would ultimately kill Him. It 

was the donkey and the lamb that Moses had written about 

centuries before. The lamb was on His way to pay for a world 

full of donkeys who had stubbornly resisted His love and 

kindness. The donkey perfectly represents mankind. We are 

stubborn and resist the plans of God. It was always God’s plan 

to buy us back. It is pursuing our own way that brings the 

trouble. We get our head down and buck against His plans and 

break our necks trying to live life our own way when all we 

have to do is let the Lamb steer us down the path of 

righteousness to the plans and destiny He has designed. If the 

ride lasts an hour or a lifetime, the presence of the Lamb 

redeems our past and seals our future. It’s the law of 

substitution. The innocent for the guilty. Jesus was innocent, 

but He paid the price for the guilty.  

So I asked you yet again, are you fit to be tied? Until you 

are, you will never be fit for the ride. It is, after all, the whole 

point. The tying is simply a means to an end. He’s not trying to 

tie you; He’s trying to loose you. He’s not trying to confine you; 

He’s trying to use you.  
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CHAPTER  

SIX 

q 

 

“As he went along, people spread their cloaks on the road.”  
Luke 19:36 

TAKING THE SHOW ON THE ROAD 

The first time a colt crosses a creek or goes up or down a 

hill are mile marker days. As a colt grows, he is accustomed to 

his own weight and can easily cross creeks and slide down hills. 

Now add 235 pounds of saddle and rider and his balance point 

has changed. He has to learn to balance the extra weight that’s 

been placed on him. A rider that doesn’t help his colt by shifting 

his weight in the saddle momentarily for climbs and descents 

may find himself on the ground because of weight and balance.  

Keeping everything in balance is also a challenge for us. 

That’s why God lets us get accustomed to the weight of success 

and growth gradually. Navigating success can be much more 
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difficult than overcoming failure. A horse that can keep all four 

feet under him in any situation is an asset to his rider. A horse 

that’s raised in a corral will not be as agile as one that’s raised 

in steep hills and rough terrain. As a free moving, unbroken colt, 

he learns to climb hills and cross creeks behind his mother. At 

first, she chooses crossings that are easy for her young student 

to navigate. By the time he’s a week old, he will be hard for his 

mother to shake. They move as one. I always enjoyed watching 

my mares and colts in the pasture. The colts would look like 

mirror images of their Mommas.  

It was always very obvious to me when I had a colt that had 

only been on the level ground of a corral. He had to be 

introduced to hills slowly. Going up or down a hill allowed the 

saddle to shift a little on the colt’s back and could scare him into 

a buck. Sometimes when we feel the shifting of God’s plan for 

us, it can scare us as well. Don’t let the shift spook you into 

bucking blindly down a hill. You could easily end up on the 

ground or with something broken that can’t be fixed. A young 

horse has to be treated with care in hilly country. If he’s allowed 

to trot down hills with the extra weight he’s carrying, he will 

develop something called “shin splints.” These are knots that 

form on the inside of the bone between his knees and fetlock. It 

is an undesirable injury and is completely avoidable. It shows 

that the rider didn’t take care of his mount when he was young. 

He did too much too soon, and the young bones couldn’t 

support the responsibility or weight, put on them by the rider.  

Everywhere a colt carries a rider has a balance component 

that must be learned. Learning to carry a rider and not get tipped 

over from the added weight is something that takes a little time. 

I was always careful not to put them into situations too difficult 
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too early. I didn’t want them to hurt themselves trying to 

balance the load. Just because they could carry my weight in an 

arena, didn’t mean they could carry it across a rough crossing 

or down a steep hill.  

Over time, as a horse matured and learned his lessons, he 

gradually moved from what we call, “Green broke” to 

“Finished.” 

 

A finished ranch horse takes a long time to create. He has 

to experience a lot of conditions that only time can produce. It 

involves all of the steps mentioned in the earlier chapters of this 

book, plus many day to day lessons that only a day working 

horse will have. A good ranch horse has no idea what he will be 

called upon to do and therefore has to have a good mind and a 

patient nature if he is to become a good one.  

I was moving around from ranch to ranch during my horse 

breaking years, working with other day working cowboys and 

permanent ranch hands. We needed horses we could rely on 

and, although I usually brought along a green broke horse or 

two, I also brought a solid ranch horse that I could do anything 

on. The work we were doing defined the horses I brought. If we 

were checking water tanks and looking for sick cattle, I could 

ride a colt. If we were branding calves and I knew I would be 

roping and dragging, I brought a horse suited for this type work. 

It takes a lot of different experiences to produce one of these 

Remember, green is not a color  

but a condition. 
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ranch horses, so they were quite valuable to both a ranch and 

cowboys.  

I remember an occasion when I was mounted on a green 

colt, (Note: Green is not a color but a condition) who would 

later become one of my dependable day working horses. It was 

early in his training, but he was well started and on his way to 

becoming a reliable mount, albeit not ready for the job I was 

about to give him. Sometimes, we find ourselves in ministry 

that, while it may be ready for us, we’re not ready for it.  

I was given the big circle to ride (meaning I was sent to the 

far back corner by the foreman,) on a colt I called “Red,” I 

headed out for the long ride and kept my eyes open for sick 

cattle. I had been told if I found any steers that needed 

doctoring, just to bring them toward the rest of the riders. When 

I got to the back corner, I found a steer that needed doctoring 

for what we called “foot rot.” It was a condition that required a 

shot of penicillin. I began driving the steer towards my 

compadres and found that he wasn’t as lame as I had first 

thought. He was well able to out maneuver my green colt. He 

resented being driven away from his friends, and on top of being 

very sore-footed, he quickly developed an uncooperative state 

of mind. I could tell I was never gonna get him back to the main 

water tank, where the other riders were working, so I decided 

to shake out a loop and rope him. This would make it more 

difficult for him to out maneuver Red and return to his friends. 

This is a way to hold a critter that keeps ducking around your 

horse. With a rope on him, even if he gets by you, he can’t get 

away from you. For those of you who are reading this book and 

thinking, “Why not just put the steer in a head gate and doctor 

him?” Let me remind you, in South Dakota; the pastures can be 
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quite large, (several sections of land, 640 acres) On this 

particular occasion we were probably five miles to corrals and 

a head gate. It’s much more efficient just to rope the head and 

heels of cattle that need doctoring.  Unless a complete round up 

is taking place, taking a steer to the corrals to doctor him is 

simply out of the question.  

After dismounting and tightening my cinches, I slipped my 

horn loop over the saddle horn and got ready to catch him. I am 

a pasture roper, not a rodeo competitor, so in the pasture, I 

always used a horn loop to tied hard and fast. This is a style of 

roping that originated in Texas during the days after the Civil 

War when cowboys were rounding up cattle that had gone wild 

during the war. The brush was thick, and there wasn’t time to 

dally after catching a critter. For me, I used this method because 

it’s easier and requires less of the roper and more from the 

horse. For those of you who don’t understand the process, a 

horn loop is simply a piece of hard plastic or metal that allows 

the rope to pass through it and form a loop which is slipped over 

the saddle horn. A horse learns quickly to keep the critter out in 

front of him or straight behind him, on a tight rope. Looking 

down the rope and keeping it tight is all the horse has to do.  

Just to remind you, I’m mounted on a broke but “green 

colt.” We are in a 10,000 acre pasture in South Dakota. While 

we are on the treeless plain, it is not flat or easy riding. We were 

working along the Bad River Breaks where the land is hilly with 

step draws to cross between each. The steer figured out pretty 

quickly that I was going to catch him and gave an olympian 

effort to avoid being caught. By the time my loop settled over 

his head and neck, his uncooperative state of mind had become 

an outright angry one. The loop that eventually settled over his 
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head was a little too big, and I was a little too slow in jerking 

the slack, and the steer ran right through it.  Just before he got 

completely away, the loop managed to tighten around one of his 

front feet. Well, he was caught but now what am I gonna do 

with him? 

 

It’s a little like Gus, whose friend asked him “Do you want 

help holding that Bobcat?”  Gus replied, “No, but you can help 

me turn him loose!” That’s exactly what God is trying to help 

us avoid. The only thing worse than missing your catch is 

missing the lesson on what to do with it after you catch it. 

I refer you back to the afore mentioned facts:  

• Green colt 

• Hard & fast 

• 10,000 acres 

• 5 miles to the corrals 

I knew no one was coming to help me and I had to deal with 

a now completely boiling over state of mind on the end of my 

rope.  

A cowboy is one of the most underpaid people in the world. 

In those days I was making 65.00 dollars a day, for me and my 

horse. I had just caught an angry steer with a brand new $25.00 

rope, and I wasn’t eager to throw away 40% of my day’s wages, 

so I decided to trip the steer, tie him down and ride for help. It 

Have you ever caught something but 

once you caught it, found you were 

not equipped to handle it? 
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was a good plan but getting that steer on the ground proved to 

be a challenge. Once I did so, I turned my colt to look down the 

rope, tied my reins to the saddle horn, to make him back up and 

keep pressure on the rope then started toward the steer. I 

explained to my colt how important it was that he keep the rope 

tight until I had the steer tied and he seemed to agree, but was 

showing the whites around his eyes. As I started down the rope, 

I gave him one final reminder of his part in this partnership. I 

remember getting about half way to the steer, when Red, forgot 

his part. He decided he should divert to earlier training and keep 

slack in the rope. Slack is a wonderful thing when you’re 

teaching a colt to lead, but it is the worst possible thing when 

you’re teaching him to hold a steer. Knowing the difference is 

the difference between “Green broke” and “Finished.” The 

moment the steer felt slack, he stood up. Remember the part 

about boiling over? Well, the pucker factor was going up. Still, 

there’s no real problem. My rope was only about 30 feet long, 

so, I didn’t have to beat the steer back to Red, all I had to do 

was beat him to the end of the rope. Right? Remember that little 

piece of plastic I called a horn loop? Well, turns out you really 

should take two wraps around the saddle horn and then pass it 

through that small piece of magic. Hard and fast comes soft and 

free, when you take just one wrap around the horn. I remember 

stepping to what I thought would be out of reach for the steer 

and got ready to watch. I can still see the anger boiling over in 

the eyes of that steer, as he came towards me. I can also still see 

that horn loop popping off the saddle horn and shooting straight 

into the air when the steer hit the end of the rope. As soon as 

that happened, Red went one way and the steer the other. It was 

at that moment, afoot and dressed in jeans, chinks, riding boots 
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with 2 inch heels and spurs, that reality set in. I’m in over my 

head. I’m in a 10k acre pasture, with an 800 pound steer on the 

end of my rope, who has reached the boiling point and my 

“happy place,” just left me. The nearest tree was at least a mile 

away, and I was wishing for short pants and tennis shoes. I 

turned and started to run; I have no idea where or why. I stood 

no chance of outrunning an angry steer, even though he did have 

a sore foot. He still had three that weren’t. Where was I gonna 

go? There was no escape. I literally heard the steer snorting and 

bellowing, in what seemed like my hip pocket. I began praying 

with all my might while I was running.  When I reached the 

bottom of the draw, I realized I would need evasive maneuvers 

to avoid being trampled. I planted that two inch heel and made 

a 90 degree turn left. At the same time, that steer turned right 

and headed down the draw. The last I saw of him, he was 

dragging my $25.00 rope out of sight.  

For my part, it was a cheap price to pay for a visual lesson 

in being under prepared for catching something that neither me, 

nor my colt was ready for. Believe me, when I tell you that I 

know how eager you are to catch that dream or vision, you’ve 

been chasing. I understand the passion of the call, but 

 

I believe it’s easier to move from failure to success than 

from unprepared to success. The most pivotal moments of our 

nothing is more dangerous than 

dealing with success that you were 

unprepared to navigate. 
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lives are those moments when we realize that we’ve caught the 

prize but have ignored the instructions for managing it.  

Taking the show on the road involves more than just tying, 

leading, saddling, driving and riding. It involves navigating 

countless situations that present themselves along the way. 

Only time and exposure will prepare a horse for the many things 

he will need to know to become a finished mount.  

Even a simple thing like loading in a trailer can be a big step 

for horses that never do it. I’ve worked with cowboys whose 

horses only worked on the same ranch and were never asked to 

load in a trailer. A horse that won’t load in a trailer has a low 

threshold of usefulness. Since most large ranches need to trailer 

to the pastures, where the cowboys are gonna work, their horses 

need to load easily into a trailer. Occasionally I was hired to 

work on smaller contiguous ranches that could be accessed 

easily from the headquarters buildings, and no trailering was 

needed. These horses were often good at what they did, but 

when you asked them to take the show on the road, they would 

not get in a trailer. I’ve seen people quit and go get the four-

wheeler because they couldn’t get their horse to load. There is 

a little-known secret that helps horses load in a trailer: “Make 

it more uncomfortable out than in.”  

I had a little border collie dog named Ty for many years. 

This little convincer was as handy as the pocket on a shirt. He 

rarely barked and was an expert at staying just out of hoof reach. 

He would trail behind a new colt I was training and wait to be 

needed. He didn’t create problems for me, but he certainly 

solved a lot of them. If a colt hesitated to cross a creek or slug 

through a muddy draw, Ty would listen for my little light 

whistle and move in like a guided missile. Quick as a 
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rattlesnake, he would nip the unsuspecting colt just below the 

fetlock, and then move before the colt could kick him. He was 

an expert at making horses and cows more uncomfortable 

outside than in. You’d be surprised what a buggy whip and a 

border collie dog can get done in a short amount of time. With 

Ty nipping at the colt’s back heels, and me urging the him 

forward, the results were epic, the colt learned to load. 

What’s my point? God is also an expert at making us 

uncomfortable enough to move to the new place He’s trying to 

take us. If we won’t willingly get in the trailer, He has ways of 

convincing us to load. He will make it more uncomfortable 

outside than in. Taking the the show on the road is after all the 

goal. Jesus wasn’t looking for a donkey; he was looking for 

ride.  

After my trip to Cuba and the resulting call to Latin 

America, I tried to stay in South Dakota and pursue Latin 

American Ministry from there. I’m not sure how well you know 

geography, but there is a lot of real-estate between South 

Dakota and the Mexican border. I can still remember sitting on 

top of the hill overlooking our twenty acres and house; it was 

the place I called my “prayer closet." As I sat there horseback, 

in November of 2000, I clearly heard the Lord say, “You can 

stay until the brook dries up, or you can leave before it does, 

but it’s gonna dry up.” I knew He was referring to the brook 

Cherith, where the prophet Elijah went during the three and a 

half years of drought. God provided for Elijah’s existence and 

even fed him by ravens, but eventually, the water in the creek 

dried up, and he was forced to move to Zaraphath where he was 

cared for by a widow. God made it more uncomfortable outside 

than inside for Elijah. Sometimes we are forced into making 
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decisions that we should have made on our own. God will not 

hesitate in creating a dry spot if that’s what it takes to move you 

towards His plan. Don’t force Him to do so. Make the decision 

early. It will keep you from being late for your destiny.  

In the same way that I taught a colt to load in a trailer or 

cross a difficult place in the trail, God pushed me towards Latin 

America. It was with a loving hand that He did to me what I 

often did to my day working horses. Sometimes I would tie 

them, or put them in a stall or corral when I was getting ready 

to use them. This way, I wouldn’t have to go looking for them 

when the time came. I might tie them in the barn or stake them 

out in the road ditch. This allowed them to graze in a limited 

area, but still be accessible when I needed them. I might even 

put them in a stall and give them a bucket of oats. I don’t know 

if horses have the ability to reason things or not, truth be known, 

probably not, but I liked to think they could. I imagine them tied 

in a shady spot or standing in a stall thinking, “Something big 

must be coming, he’s getting me ready. Maybe we’re going to 

a rodeo or a parade…this will be great.” Wouldn’t it be good 

if, instead of complaining about our situations, we could adopt 

that kind of thinking? “Wow, something big must be coming for 

God to tie me up like this. I’ll bet He’s getting ready to use me 

for something important.”  

On more than one occasion I had to go out in the dark 

looking for horses in a twenty acre pasture before daylight. It 

takes a lot of the fun out of an early morning appointment if you 

have to wade a rushing creek and slosh through mud looking 

for horses you should have penned up the night before. Rule of 

thumb: “Penning your horses the night before, for easy access, 

is the key to an on-time departure.” I learned early on; it’s much 
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easier to catch horses in a confined setting than to allow them 

room to run from you. I wonder if God uses the same rule of 

thumb? 

 

The moment we give up our right to complain about our 

present condition and move into a thankful state of mind, He 

views it as progress. We are clearly commanded in the Word 

not to complain and to always be thankful. He needs someone 

He can rely on who will go wherever the call leads. When He 

puts you into a stall or corral, (a place with limited access or 

movement) begin to let, excitement build in your life, for He is 

just positioning you for something great. He’s putting you in a 

place where you’ll be easy to catch and willing to go. 
 

TUSCALOOSA, AL 

That’s exactly what He did to me while He was 

repositioning me to Latin America. In chapter 2 of this book, I 

mentioned our move to Tuscaloosa, AL but I didn’t give you all 

the details. One day I got a phone call from a Pastor in 

Tuscaloosa. His son had preached in our church in South 

Dakota a couple of times and had given my name to his father 

and recommended me as a worship leader for his church. This 

pastor was looking for a worship leader with pastoral 

experience and someone he could trust as an associate pastor. 

If you find yourself confined, rejoice, 

assignment is just around the corner. 
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He called to talk to me about that position. He asked me to send 

him my resumé. I told him I didn’t have one and then added, 

“I’ve spent the last 15 years on the backside of the wilderness 

watching my father’s sheep.” With that, he asked me to come 

to Tuscaloosa, AL. We moved there in April of 2001, and I 

started work the first Sunday of May. He became a great friend 

and treated my family and me with great courtesy and dignity. 

I will always be thankful for Pat Schatzline’s part in our 

transition period.  

It was a difficult season for me, even under the best of 

circumstances. I was learning Spanish, learning to fly and most 

of all, learning to serve another man’s vision. I had been in full-

time ministry since 1979. I had only worked for my vision, 

never someone else’s. I remember the Lord speaking clearly to 

me that if “I would make this man’s dreams and vision happen, 

He would make mine happen.” Of course, his statement wasn’t 

original to me. He has told many people that over the years. I 

knew what God had spoken to me, and I intended to be true to 

my mission. I told Pastor Pat I would serve with him for two 

years. I stayed for two years and one week. During those two 

years, I was tied and retied to post after post. I kept my mouth 

closed and my eyes open. When I wanted to complain, I 

restrained.  

I deferred to his opinion unless asked my own. I put the 

LAM on the altar and offered it as a sacrifice to God. Little did 

I know that just one year to the month after I accepted my 

invitation to Latin American Ministry, that I would be asked to 

set it aside for a period of time and offer it upon the altar of my 

will. I refused to fight the rope, and it was out of that season in 

my life that this message was born. I knew God was working 

me towards something great and I wanted to be ready. When I 
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left there in May of 2003, I was armed with three weapons. 1) I 

could speak Spanish (not fluently but I was preaching) 2.) I was 

a private pilot, 3) I was fit to be tied. 
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CHAPTER  

SEVEN 

q 

BARN SOUR 

Horses have an innate ability to return to the place they call 

home. They are predisposed to allowing the proximity of the 

barn to influence their willingness to obey. You will always get 

a more harmonious outcome when you ask a colt to turn 

towards the barn. We call this condition being barn sour. I have 

seen it so bad that it took spurs, a whip, and a really good seat 

to get a horse out of sight of the barn. A firm hand and good 

seat are not enough, however. A horse that is really soured 

knows the riders he can bluff and those he can’t. He learns 

quickly if the rider is a novice and will become a bully over 

those who won’t force him to leave the area. One of the things 

that exacerbates this problem is when people race horses back 

towards the barn. We had a standing rule at our house. If you’re 

caught in anything faster than a trot within a quarter mile of the 
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barn, it will be you, not the horse that needs something soft to 

sit on. 

Once a colt has made that first ride outside, it opens up a 

whole new kind of training. The first half of a colt’s thirty-day 

training is spent in either a round or square pen or possibly even 

an arena. At my facility, I had all three. It was a relatively easy 

step to go from round pen to square pen, but a transition to the 

arena was a serious consideration. In that size of an area, the 

colt is completely capable of running away with me and 

forgetting his foundational training. Of course, if he does 

runaway, he’s still confined, albeit in a 100 x 200 ft enclosure.  

Once my daughter Brittney was old enough to know what 

was expected of her, I would almost always let her ride with 

me, on a broke horse, for a colt’s first outing. I really liked 

having her with me the first time we went outside. After that 

first outside ride, the colt is much less likely to run off or buck. 

Each outing brings him closer and closer to being trustworthy. 

A horse is the sum total of his experiences. Until he is exposed 

to all types of situations, he can’t be trusted. There is however 

one thing that you can trust even the “Greenest” colt to do. What 

is that? He wants to go back to the barn and any friends he has 

waiting there. A colt will always walk faster returning to the 

barn than leaving it. If you’re working him in circles, he will 

always cut in on the far side of the circle and blow out of the 

barn side.  It’s almost impossible to get a colt far enough from 

the barn that he quits doing this. Riding on wet ground or snow 

makes it easy to see the impact of this tendency. The tracks will 

look more like an oval than a circle.  
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For us, we also have to learn to follow our master instead of 

our memory. Our mind tells us where the barn is, and we tend 

to lean that way but our Master tells us where our future is and 

we must allow Him to direct us toward it. We often base our 

decisions on memories instead of what faith is saying. 

Memories are a wonderful gift but don’t let past memories 

dictate your future paths. God may want to take you down a 

new trail, but if you’re only interested in going back to the 

familiar and the friends hanging around the barn, you may miss 

an opportunity of a lifetime just over the next hill.  

Learning to discern when to follow a memory and when not 

to, is perhaps one of our biggest challenges in life. If the 

memory is taking you to a place of safety, follow it. If you’re 

supposed to be loping in circles and a memory is making your 

circles look like ovals, reject it. One of the ways I combated this 

tendency in horses, was to trot them in a figure eight. A figure 

eight is really just two circles joined in the middle. In order to 

keep a colt from preempting me, I would often ride him this 

way. This kept him guessing at what I was gonna ask from him. 

It also kept his attention on me and not his surroundings. I 

needed him to focus on the input I was giving. He could feel my 

legs, heels, and pressure on the reins as well as my balance in 

the saddle. All these inputs offer reassurance to the colt that he 

is not alone.  

Until a colt learns to follow his 

master instead of his memory, he will 

be hard to contain. 
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To better illustrate my insistence that horses never get lost. 

Let me tell you a story that began with a bad Trick or Treat.  

It was Halloween night, October 31,1985. I was admitted to 

St. Mary’s Hospital in Pierre, SD after having been diagnosed 

with Viral Encephalitis and Meningitis. I didn’t know at the 

time just how dangerous either one of those conditions were. 

After a spinal tap, my doctor confirmed his suspicion of what I 

was suffering with. A person who has Encephalitis is suffering 

from the lining of the brain actually swelling due to infection in 

the fluid surrounding the brain and spinal column. I still 

remember looking at my doctor from the examination table, 

where I lay flat on my back, and asking him, “Dr. Theisen, do 

you believe in miracles?” With a bit of a stunned look on his 

face he answered, “Well…ye, ye, yes I’ve seen some things that 

I th..th..thought were miracles.” (Dr. Theisen had a small 

stuttering problem which endeared him to all who knew him. 

He was the doctor who had delivered our second daughter 

Brittney, and we were very fond of him.)  To which I replied, 

“Get ready, you’re about to see another one!” Three weeks 

from that night I found myself horseback in a blizzard on Roy 

Gilliland’s ranch. Roy is that same old cowboy who had first 

taught me about breaking horses. No one was living on the place 

then, but there were still some cows there, and one lonely horse 

named Bert. Bert was a fine looking bay colored gelding, about 

15 hands tall, well built and muscular. He actually belonged to 

Roy’s youngest daughter Lori, who had grown up riding in 4H 

and working with her father breaking colts. I had horses of my 

own but had decided to leave them at home and ride Bert to 

avoid the long trailer haul from Presho, SD to the ranch. It was 
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a trip of about fifty miles. I would later be so very thankful I 

chose to use him.  

I had been dismissed from the hospital after one week, with 

the instructions to rest and relax. After my second week check 

up, Dr. Theisen admitted that my recovery was miraculous and 

released me to whatever activity I felt like doing. Well, deer 

hunting was what I felt like doing on that cold November day 

in 1985. I had driven to the ranch early in the afternoon and 

noted that the skies were gray and that snow was in the forecast, 

but no hunter worth his salt is going to let a little snow keep him 

by the fire. Roy had told me to catch Bert and use him for my 

transportation to the back side of the ranch where I’d be 

hunting. It wasn’t a large ranch, just a few hundred acres as I 

recall, a section or so (640 acres) but with some rough, hilly 

country.  

I had spent a little time finding Bert, he was hanging with 

the cattle but was willing to come for a bucket of oats and a 

little brushing. (Horses are social animals and prefer company 

of any kind to being alone) It’s their herd instinct that works to 

my advantage during the breaking process. They also prefer my 

company, to being alone. In a horse's early breaking period I 

like to keep them isolated from others if possible, this makes 

them more dependent upon me and forces them to see me as 

their sole provider. I wonder if God ever purposely isolates us 

in order to cause us to see Him as our sole provider and source?  

Anyway, to continue my story…Bert was easy to catch, and 

after saddling and bridling him, I mounted up and headed to the 

place Roy had told me I could possibly find a deer. Finding the 

place was easy, finding a deer wasn’t. After hunting the rest of 

the afternoon, I noticed the snowflakes, that had been falling for 
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a couple of hours, had turned much heavier and by the time I 

got my gear together, mounted and started for home, there was 

no trail to follow, and there was almost no visibility. What was 

light snow down in the trees along the creek turned into a 

howling blizzard up on the flat. I was fairly new to South 

Dakota in those days and didn’t know the dangers then, as I 

would come to know them later. I didn’t know a lot about the 

area I was in either, but I knew enough about horses to know 

this, a horse never gets lost. He knows where he is and where 

the barn is at all times. Of course for Bert, this was home. He 

had lived there most of his life and knew the country well. I, 

however, did not.  

God put a homing device in horses. They have this innate 

ability to find the barn. The snow had become so heavy I was 

unable to see more than a few feet around me. What had been a 

beautiful light snowfall earlier that afternoon, had become a 

dangerous blizzard when a thirty mile per hour wind was added 

to the mix. I suppose sitting in the trees down below the hills, I 

hadn’t noticed how hard the wind was blowing on top, but the 

moment I started back to the barn, there was no doubt I was in 

over my head. It was a white out, and it was getting colder as 

the sun was sinking lower. So what do you do when you’re 

facing those types of conditions? Trust the compass inside your 

mount. Rather than try to navigate an area I knew little about, 

 

I simply tied the reins together and 

gave Bert his head and trusted him to 

get me home. 
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I broke horses and cowboy’ed all through the 80’s and 90’s 

and from time to time had occasion to trust the horse I was 

riding to get me home. Whether it was a blizzard or the dark of 

night, a horse can find his way. The problems begin when the 

rider starts to offer input. The horse you’re riding can see at 

night; you cannot. Trust him to take the right steps; four feet are 

better than two. There will be times in your Christian walk when 

you will have to trust the compass God put in you. Knowing 

where true north is will keep you from wandering outside of His 

will for you. It will give you a point of reference that will help 

you find your way. Finding your way is secondary to finding 

His way. Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth, and the life…” If 

you’re feeling lost in your journey, I encourage you to take a 

few minutes, set this book aside and ask Him to give you 

directions. My wife often accuses me of not stopping to ask for 

directions. It is not a natural thing for me to do. If you are lost 

today, I suggest you take a few minutes, look to God who is 

your true north, and ask directions.  

Bert got me back to the barn that night as dark was falling. 

He had no trouble at all. What seemed like a dangerous situation 

to me, was routine for him. It was truly a marvelous feeling 

when we topped the hill that let me see the house and barn 

nestled down in the draw below. Later in life when I became an 

instrument-rated private pilot, I learned even more about 

trusting true north and following the headings of my 

instruments in the panel in front of me. Breaking out of a solid 

overcast of clouds and seeing the runway I’ve been flying 

towards, is also an amazing feeling that I’ve been privilege to 

experience. Sometimes the direction we need is right in front of 

our face; we just won’t believe what the instruments are telling 
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us. Unless you learn to trust, you will never be able to land at 

your intended destination, a calamity that keeps many people 

from reaching their destiny.  
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CHAPTER  

EIGHT 

q 

 

“…because the Lord has need of him.” 

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER 

I have preached this message many times through the years.  

I’ve preached it in Pentecostal, Independent, Baptist, Church of 

God’s, Assembly of God, Cowboy Church, Non-

denominational, and the list goes on. The results have always 

been staggering. Regardless of the label on the sign out front, 

the people inside seem to receive this teaching the same way. 

There have always been many who respond to the invitation to 

come forward. Being fit to be tied takes on a complete new 

meaning by the end of the message. Revisiting many of those 

churches through the years, I’m often greeted with, “I 

remember the message you preached about the rope and the 

horse.” Most people even remember the name, Fit To Be Tied. 
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I have been richly blessed to see this small nugget of truth 

embraced by so many. I am deeply honored that God would 

entrust such a message to me. I want to be true to the altar call 

method I received from the Lord early during the development 

of Fit To Be Tied.  

I remember once when I was giving the altar call, the Lord 

whispered, “Give them to the count of three and then close the 

call and don’t pray for them. As they take a step out of their 

seat, they are stepping up and putting slack in their rope, that’s 

all I ask.” It has become the method I still use today after 

preaching this message. I invite people to come forward but 

give them a time limit. I tell the crowd, “I’m going to count to 

three at which time this altar call will be closed.” Of course, I 

explain that’s not the door to heaven closing, just a time limit 

to respond to this particular invitation. After every one has 

come to the front, I ask them to look at me, and I say, “I’m not 

going to pray for you. You don’t need it, Your rope was 

stretched tight, but when you left your seat, and took a step 

forward, you put slack in the rope, and that’s the first step in 

learning to lead.” The look of excitement, relief, joy, and peace 

is always a great reward to me. I love seeing the look on 

people’s faces when they see the rope I’m holding, go slack in 

front of their eyes. They are never expecting it to be that easy. 

I want to tell you, as I prepare to end this book, taking a step 

towards the pressure, is all God is expecting from you. When 

the colt puts slack in the rope, I know he will lead. He may not 

lead fast or eagerly, but putting one foot ahead of the other is 

really all that’s required initially. If you will do that, God will 

lead you to the water tank and give you a chance to drink. He is 
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not trying to hurt you. Most of us do that on our own by fighting 

His tying.  

As you close the pages of this book, take a step towards the 

pressure. Move toward what you’ve been fighting. You will 

find that God is simply waiting on you. He counts one step, as 

following. Jesus said, “You will find a colt tied, loose him and 

bring him to me. If anyone asks you, “Why are you loosing the 

colt,” tell him, “Because the Lord has need of it.”  

That first step is not the end your journey, but only the 

beginning. From here you will learn many lessons, and as you 

learn them, you will teach them to others, so they too can be 

used by God.  

At the conclusion of the altar call, I pick someone, from 

those who responded, to give the rope to. I then ask them to 

hang that rope someplace that they will see it and let it serve as 

a reminder of this moment. I would like to ask you to do the 

same. If this book has helped you to see your need, to put slack 

in the rope and learn to follow rather than fight, do yourself a 

favor.  Find you a piece rope about six feet long and use it to 

remind you of the day you became Fit To Be Tied 
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